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ABSTRACT

The conformations of the dipyrromethene molecule
seem to control the spectral properties of its
derivatives and its metal complexes.
A sharply structured absorption band at 505nm that
is red shifted relative to the broad structureless
neutral

ligand absorption band at 445nm when a weak base

is added to hexamethy1dipyrromethene in DMSO is inferred
to be that of a negative ion. Another sharply structured
absorption band at 489nm is observed after addition of a
strong base to a solution of hexamethyldipyrromethene in
DMSO and is inferred to be that of a different negative
ion of hexamethyldipyrromethene.

The two different

negative ions of hexamethyldipyrromethene may have
different degrees of rotation of one pyrrole ring out of
the plane that contained both pyrrole rings of the
neutral hydrogen bonded HMDPM.
The Zn(HMDPM)g,

Fe(HMDPM)2 , and Co(HMDPM )2 complexes

are designated the Type 1 complexes.

All three compounds

are negative ion type complexes that slowly decompose.
The products of decomposition may have two neutral
ligands and two OH- counter ions attached to their metal

centers.

The source of the proton that forms the neutral

ligand appears to be water.
Cu(HMDPM )2 has two major absorption bands and is
called the Type 2 complex.

The two bands represent

absorptions from complexes that possibly differ only
with respect to the geometry of the negative ion
attached to the metal center.

The higher energy band may

be that of a nearly planar negative ion which resembles
that of the planar hydrogen bonded neutral

ligand. The

lower energy band is that of a Type 1 complex.
Ni(HMDPM )2 may be a group of oligimeric negative ion
type complexes.

The Ni(HMDPM >2 complex is called the

Type 3 complex.

The different absorptions of Ni(HMDPM )2

may be those of different oligimers that result from
different ligand geometries that are the result of the
bonding of the negative ions sometimes to one and other
times to more than one nickel center.

CHAPTER I
IHTBODUCTIOM

Meta 1loporphyrins have been known to catalyze water
cleavage processes.lt 2 Usually the metalloporphyrin
can be used as a donor molecule which transfers charge
to an acceptor molecule such as methyl viologen.

The

metalloporphyrin(M) may be in solution or on some solid
surface in contact with a solution of the acceptor.

The

Soret band is an intense absorption in the 400nm region
of the spectra of all porphyrins and metalloporphyrins.
3

The metalloporphyrin’s Soret band is irradiated to

effect charge transfer to the acceptor methyl
viologen(V+ + ).2 Once the metalloporphyrin and the
acceptor molecules are activated, both compounds then
react with water and return to their original states.
The process is cyclical. The products of the reaction
are Hg(g) and 02(g); see Equations 1, 2, and 3.

M

4M+

V++ -»

+

+

2V+ +

M+

+

V+

2H20

O2

+

2H+

H2

+ 2 V++

1

4H+ + 4M

(1 )

(2 )

(3)

A problem with the porphyrin-viologen-water
reaction scheme is that rapid recombination of charge
occurs before water can be oxidized and reduced .

2

If solar energy is used to irradiate the
meta1loporphyrin’s Soret band, only a very small
percentage of solar light is absorbed by the
metalloporphyrin;

consequently the water splitting

reaction is not efficently initiated by sunlight 2 .
If there were a more effective absorption band in
the visible region of the spectrum,

more energy for

excitation would be a v a i l a b l e . 2 All of the metal
complexes of hexamethyldipyrromethene(HMDPM) have
absorption maxima around 500nm in the middle of the
visible region of the spectrum near the maximum of the
solar emission spectrum at 503nm. The molar
absorptivities of the metallohexamethydipyrromethene
are approximately 1.80 X 105M~lcm“ l and those of the
metalloporphyrins are approximately

1 0 ^;

therefore,

HMDPM molecules are more efficient absorbers of more
numerous available photons than are equivalent
porphyrin molecules.
The ligand, hexamethyldipyrromethene,

is

approximately half of a porphyrin ring; the porphyrin
ring is halved at two methene bridges and the methene
bridges are replaced by methyl groups to form HMDPM;
see Figure la. Two negative ions of HMDPM around a
dipositive metal center form an HMDPM complex.

Figure 1 . Model of hexamethyldipyrromethene
(a)

Z-syn geometry

(b)

2 -anti

geometry

4

a.

b.

If the bond lengths of HMDPM complexes at the metal
center are similar to those of the porphyrin at the
metal center, the methyl groups which replaced the
methene bridges should repel one another. Porter^,

in

1938, showed that the repulsion occurs. Using models,
Porter 4 concluded that the square planar structure of a
metal dipyrromethene complex would be unattainable and
a tetrahedral symmetry would exist. The ligand used by
Porter 4 was 3 : 3 ’,5:5’-tetramethyl-dipyrromethene-4:4 ’dicarboxy 1 ate which is a dipyrromethene derivative
similar to HMDPM.
Only one X-ray crystal structure,

that of

Cu(HMDPM) 2 « has been obtained in this laboratory^; see
Figure 2. The structure indicates that Porter was
correct;

the molecule does not have a square planar

structure.

The crystal structure indicates that the

molecule is a distorted tetrahedron in which the
dihedral angle between the ligands is 78.7°. Cotton and
coworkers® obtained a similar result for nickel
tetramethyldipyrromethene;

the dihedral angle between

the two ligands in that case is 76.3°. Penfold et al.?
report a crystal structure of bis(diethyl 3 , 3 ’, 5 , 5 ’tetramethyldipyrromethene-4,4 ’-dicarboxylate) copper
(II); the dihedral angle between the ligands is 6 6 °.
The differences between the dihedral angles of the
different dipyrromethene-metal complexes may be a
result of the effect of the different substituents on

FIGURE 2.

X-ray crystal structure of Cu(HMDPM)

C28
C27

CSS,
C23

Cl6

C17

C16,

cie

C25

C12

C13

CSS

8
the dipyrromethene ligand. Ferguson et al.® report a
palladium crystal structure of the same ligand used by
Penfold.7 The crystal structures® of Cu(II)
hexamethyldipyrromethene, 3 , 3 ’-5,5
tetramethy1dipyrromethene and of diethyl 3 , 3 ’,5,5’tetramethyldipyrromethene-4,4 ’-dicarboxylate a l 1
indicate that both pyrrole rings are not in the plane
that formerly contained both pyrrole rings of the
hydrogen bonded ligand.
Several authors®"2® have studied dipyrromethene
derivatives and metal complexes of dipyrromethene.
Ferguson et a 1.10 report spectroscopic studies that
suggest tetrahedral geometries for the cobalt(II),
copper(II),

nickel(II), and zinc(II) complexes of

dicarboxy late dipyrromethenes.'7,

9,

10,

and 11 All the

papers indicate that the metals in these complexes have
a low spin configuration.

Ferguson and W e s t l O examined

the Ni(HMDPM )2 complex in the solid state and in
benzene and pyridine solutions.
metal

They state that the

localized absorption spectra of the complexes in

the crystal and the two solutions are essentially
identical.10 Two spin allowed transitions are assigned
to the d*-d transitions of the Ni(HMDPM )2 complex by
Ferguson and West.10 The two transitions are
7Ti-»'7a2 (v2 ) and 7Ti-7T;l(P )(v3 ).

9

Murikami et

al.12,

13,

14, and

15

have studied the

same dipyrromethene complexes that Ferguson et al.10
have studied.

Murikami and

Sakatal2

agree with the

assignments of Ferguson et al.lO Murikami and

Sakatal2

also give assignments for the d*-d bands in the spectra
of Co(II) and Cu(II) complexes of HMDPM and conclude
that all of the complexes are tetrahedral. Several
dipyrromethenes were used as ligands by Murikami and
Sakata,12. 13> 14, and 15
Murikami et al.12,

13, 14, and 15 also recorded the

infrared absorption spectra of the Ni(II),
Cot II) complexes.

Cu(II), and

Spectra for only the 1700-1500cm~l

and 700-300cm“ l region were presented.

They attribute

the bands in the 1700-1500cm“ l region to be those of
the well known pyrrole stretches.

Murikami et al.12

assign a band at approximately 360cm~l to be that of a
metal-nitrogen stretch because no similar band is found
in the IR spectrum of HMDPM. Murikami et a l .12 compare
the complexes’ IR spectra with that of the neutral
HMDPM and not with the IR spectrum of the anion of
HMDPM.
There exists a series of papers by Falkl6-25 in
which the spectroscopy of dipyrromethenes including
H M DPM have been examined.
CNDO/2,

F a l k 2 2 relates the results of

and P P P - S C F - L C A O - M O - C I calculations to the

observed spectra. F a l k 2 2 indicates that all transitions
of the complexes of dipyrromethene are n * - n

transitions.

Murakami and FergusonlO,

12 assign the

transitions to n*-n transitions of the complexes and to
charge transfer.
F a l k 2 0

concluded that the dipyrromethene is planar.

He bases his conclusions on the results of CNDO/2
calculations.

Falkl® writes that CNDO/2 calculations

indicate that the negative ion derivatives of the
dipyrromethene have one pyrrole ring rotated slightly
out of the plane that formerly contained both pyrrole
rings of dipyrromethene.
Falk and

H o f e r 2 2

made PPP-SCF-LCAO-MO-CI

calculations and predicted the absorption spectra of
complexes of dipyrromethene.

For a copper complex of 4-

4 ’-diethyl- 3 , 3 ’,5,5’-tetramethy1dipyrromethene an absorption spectrum dependent on the
dihedral angle between the ligands is predicted.

As the

ligands become coplanar, a new band in the region of
465mn is predicted.

A sharp, structured absorption

bandshape in the region of 490nm is predicted for a
dihedral angle of 90° between the ligands of Copper(II)
4 , 4 ’-diethy1-3,3’,5,5’-tetramethy1dipyrromethene.
Falk and

HoferSl

did CNDO/2 calculations and

predicted that the Z-syn conformation of dipyrromethene
derivatives would be the predominate form; see Figure
la. The Z-syn conformation has both pyrrole rings of
dipyrromethene in the same plane in which a nitrogen of
one ring is a neighbor of the nitrogen of the other

ring. Falk et al.l? also examined dipyrromethene
derivatives by means of X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, circular dichroism techniques, and NMR
spectroscopy. The circular dichroism experiments
indicated that all the higher energy bands are
polarized perpendicular to the long axis of the
molecule.

The NMR experiments indicated that there is

rapid hydrogen exchange between the two nitrogens.
Evidence of inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonding
was found.
CNDO/2 calculations were performed by Falk and
Hoferl^ to examine a pathway between the Z-syn and Zanti conformers of dipyrromethene; see Figures la and
lb. Falk et al.19 concluded that the Z-syn conformer is
the more stable one.
Falk et

a l . 2 3

used PPP-SCF-LCAO-MO-CI calculations

and predicted a red shift of the band of protonated
dipyrromethene as the torsional angle about the methene
bridge is increased.
Falk et

a l . 2 4

examined the luminescence of

hexamethyldipyrromethene and other derivatives of
dipyrromethene. The zinc chelate luminescence was
examined.

The quantum yield of the luminescence of zinc

chelate in EPA at 77K was determined to be 7X10~3.
Guy and

J o n e s 2 6

and

27

report the effect of

substitutents on the dipyrromethene absorption spectra.
When the

3

or

3

’ position hydrogen is replaced by the

electron withdrawing group, phenyl, a hypochromic shift
is observed.

A hypochromic shift is a shift to higher

energies.
The emission of tetramethyldipyrromethene (TMPDM)
is reported by Canters et al.28 The TMDPM emission is
very weak and is broad and structureless.

A TMDPM-BF 2

complex, see Figure 3, was formed and has a very sharp
structured absorption at 511nm and a sharp structured
emission at 515nm.
Ferguson and Ramsey^ report the absorption maxima
of both 3 , 3 ’, 5 , 5 ’ tetramethyl-dipyrromethene-4,4 ’
dicaboxylate(MMPM) and diethyl 5 ’-bromo-3,4 ’,5trimethyldipyrromethene-3’,4 dicarboxylate(MBrPM);
these maxima occur at 450nm and 495nm respectively.

No

photochemistry of the HMDPM derivatives was reported by
Ferguson and Ramsey.9
A recent review article^® indicated that most
papers were concerned with relating the d*-d
transitions of the complexes to the molecular geometry
of the complexes.
Ferguson et al.10 report the absorption maxima of
the visible absorption spectra but do not discuss any
unusual spectral feature.

In work done at LSU, three

distinctly different types of spectral bandshapes were
observed when the spectra of complexes of HMDPM with
different metals were observed;

in contrast the spectra

of the complexes of porphyrins with different metals

FIGURE 3

Model of tetramethy1dipyrromethene
boron fluoride chelate proposed by Canters

F CH3

have essentially the same Soret absorption band.

The previous works by Falk et al.16-25 on
dipyrromethene derivatives mainly involve relating
calculations to observed absorption bands. The emission
studies by Canters et al.28 and the IR spectral studies
by Guy et al,26, 27 examine the spectroscopy of
dipyrromethene derivatives other than
hexamethyldipyrromethene,
these works.

but there is no detail in

Very few results of investigations of the

chemistry and spectroscopy of the dipyrromethenes have
been found in the literature.
Very few papers on meta1-dipyrromethene complexes
have been found in the literature.

Most of the papers

that have been found are determinations of the
structure of the metal-dipyrromethene complexes in
which the results of d*-d absorption spectral data or
of X-ray spectral data have been used.

The work in these laboratories was begun because
the Soret type bands

of HMDPM metal complexes were

found in different regions of the visible region of the
spectrum. HMDPM was chosen to be the ligand because all
positions are substituted symmetrically with methyl
groups.

Since all positions are substituted

symmetrically, substituent effects that may cause
changes in the electronic absorptions of a molecule are

m i n i m i z e d . 26,

30,

The methyl groups can be easily

31

replaced to change the solubility, to vary the geometry
about the metal center and to help form micellar
systems. The formation of micelles in future
experiments may help increase charge separation and
enhance water splitting reactions.

This work was begun to determine the origins of the
different bandshapes that occur in the spectra of
different hexamethy 1 dipyrromethene-meta 1 complexes.
Since all spectral features except for d*-d
transistions are a result of the n*-n transitions of
HMDPM and its derivatives, a study of the ligand was
also necessary.
In order to characterize HMDPM, derivatives of
HMDPM, and the metal complexes, several experiments
were performed.

The purity of the complexes, HMDPM, and

the derivatives of HMDPM were determined by elemental
analyses, thermal gravimetric analyses, and mass
spectroscopy. Solvent studies, concentration studies,
t

solid state absorption studies, and high and low
temperature solution absorption studies were done to
examine changes in the electronic transitions.

Low and

room temperature luminescence studies were performed to
examine the compounds’ structural differences and
preferred transitions.

Solid and solution state

infrared absorption studies were done to identify large

structural differences or similarities between the
complexes.

The d*-d transitions have been well

characterized, and further characterization was not
necessary.

The characterization studies suggested the
possibility that stacking of the molecules of the Ni
complex of HMDPM occurs.

A pyridine solvent effect

study was done to examine the possibility of stacking.
Pyridine disperses stacks or aggregates of inorganic
complexes by ligating the fifth and sixth positions. 2 ,
32, 33 The fifth and sixth positions are the axial
positions of an octahedral complex.
The characterization studies also introduced the
need to examine the negative ion of HMDPM.

12-Crown-4

ether was used to extract the metal center from the
metal complexes to generate the negative ion in
solution.

Other methods were also used to form the

negative ion of HMDPM.
A study of the methods of formation of the
complexes was also required.

By changing the reaction

conditions, different compounds can be made. Several
compounds were made and the reaction conditions were
characterized.
Characterization of the reaction conditions
required an examination of the effects of the
conditions on the spectra of HMDPM and its derivatives.

These studies involved a study of the changes in
geometry of HMDPM and its derivatives.
The information from the experiments will be
discussed.

One section will pertain to the ligand and

its derivatives.

The protonated ligand, the negative

ion and the boron trifluoride salt of HMDPM will be
discussed.

Once the derivatives have been introduced, a

speculation on the similarity of the geometry of the
protonated ligand, the negative ion and the boron
trifluoride salt of HMDPM will be made. Another
speculation about a conformer of the negative ligand of
HMDPM will be made on the basis of the high temperature
study of HMDPM and the reaction conditions for the
formation of negative ion complexes.
The next section pertains to the Co(HMDPM>2,
Zn(HMDPM>2, and Fe(HMDPM>2 complexes. These complexes
are called Type 1 complexes because they have similar
sharply structured bandshapes.

All of the Type 1

complexes absorb in the same spectral region,
approximately 505nm.

i.e.

In some experiments, a neutral

ligand band is found in the spectrum of the complexes
instead of the characteristic sharply structured
absorption band; this result suggests that a
decomposition occurs. Water is considered to be the
proton source for the decomposition of the complexes.
The results of further absorption experiments, such as
solvent effects,

12C4 additions, and elemental analyses

suggest that a 485nm band is that of a neutral ligand
attached to a dipositve metal center to which some
counter ion is attached; the counter ion may be OH- .
The form that absorbs at 485nm can be synthesized.
Formation of the Type 1 complexes is found to be
dependent on reaction conditions.
The Cu(HMDPM )2 complex is the subject of the next
section. Three experiments will be dicussed; these
experiments suggest that more than one form of
C u (HMDPM>2 exists.
effects,

The three experiments are solvent

12C4 additions, and solid state absorption

experiments.

The formation of the two forms will be

shown to be dependent on the reaction conditions.

A

high temperature study and the elemental analysis of
C u (HMDPM)2 will be discussed.

The results suggest that

a water molecule may be attached to the complex.

After

consideration of the experimental data, a speculation
will be made that a greater degree of planarity in the
negative ions around the metal center occurs because
two water molecules attach themselves to the complex,
cause the ligand to become nearly planar, and produce
an octahedral complex that has a broad structureless
absorption.
The final complex to be discussed will be the
Ni(HMDPM>2 complex.

The results of an emission study, a

solvent effect study, a concentration effect study, a
pyridine addition study, and a 12C4 addition study will

be given. The results of a high temperature experiment
and the results of the reaction conditions on the
formation of the Ni(HMDPM>2 complex will be discussed.
The experimental data will then be compared with those
found for oligimers of metal B-diketonates.

A

conclusion that Ni(HMDPM>2 consists of a group of
oligimers of negative ion type complexes will be made.
Type 4 complexes in which HL and Cl- are attached
to the metal center may be found in solution;

similar

complexes have been synthesized by FergusonlO and
Porter^. These Type 4 complexes and their properties
are discussed in conjunction with the assignment of an
observed transition of the Type 1 complexes.
The results of each of the sections will then be
summarized,

and the results of each section will be

combined to explain the spectral features and the
relationships between all of the spectral features of
all the forms of HMDPM and all types of complexes of
HMDPM.

CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. PURIFICATIONS

Several solvents and solid chemicals were used
during the investigation of the nature of the metal
complexes.

All of the solvents and solid chemicals that

were used in this work were usually purified by the
means of the methods in Perrin and Perrin’s book,
Purification

of

Laboratory

Chemicals. T h e

crystalline

metal complexes, the neutral ligand, and the protonated
ligand were prepared and purified by Dr. Jerry W.
\

Lewis. Syntheses of the complexes, the neutral

ligand,

the protonated ligand, the negative ligand and the
sodium salt of the negative ligand will be described
below.
Phillips pure grade 3-methylpentane(3MP) was
purified by first drying the solvent over sodium and
then by distilling it through a three meter
distillation column.

The distillate was collected and

stored over sodium metal. Washing the 3-methylpentane
with fuming H 2 SQ 4 only introduced water into the
solvent and made drying the solvent difficult. The
amount of unsaturates removed by the three meter
distillation column was found to be greater than the
amount of unsaturates removed by washing with fuming
21

H2S04- The criterion to distinguish between the
effectiveness of the two procedures for removing
unsaturated compounds was the amount of absorbance in
the ultraviolet.

A better criterion for determining the

solvents purity would be luminescence.

In order to use

the saturated solvent for ultraviolet luminescence
observations, the procedure of washing the solvent at
least eight times with fuming H 2 SO 4 , neutralizing with
a sodium carbonate solution,

and washing repeatedly

with water would have to be followed.
Aldrich gold label dodecane was purified by passing
the solvent through a 12 inch column of 13X Davison
molecular sieves from the Fisher Scientific Company.
The solvent was collected and then was passed through
another 12 inch column of 13X molecular sieves.
the dodecane was collected a second time,

After

it was stored

in contact with sodium metal in a dark bottle. Gas
chromatographic-mass spectrometic analysis of the
solvent was used to determine the dodecane’s purity.
Only one GC p,eak was observed, and the mass spectrum
was that of dodecane.
Baker reagent grade pyridine was distilled and was
stored in contact with 4A molecular sieves in dark
bottles.
Baker HPLC grade carbon tetrachloride, benzene,
methanol,

Aldrich 99+% spectrophotometric grade

toluene, and gold label DMSO were purified by the

methods of Perrin and Perrin and were stored in dark
bottles in contact with 4A molecular sieves.
Baker reagent grade methanol, cyclohexane, and MCB
reagent grade dichloromethane were distilled and were
stored in dark bottles.

The cyclohexane and

dichloromethane were stored in contact with 4A
molecular sieves. Baker reagent grade butanol that was
not purified was used? the butanol was stored in a dark
bottle.
Eastman reagent grade ethyl iodide was distilled in
a column wrapped with aluminum foil in order to
minimize the exposure to light. The solvent was
collected and stored in a dark bottle that contained
Davison 4A molecular sieves.
Unless otherwise noted Matheson,

Coleman and Bell

N i (acetate>2 •4 H 2 O , KBr, Baker Cu(acetate>2 *2 H 2 O, CuS 0 4 *
SH 2 O NiCl2*6H20,

NiS 0 4 *6 H 2 0 , Zn( acetate >2 *2 H 2 O, City

Chemical Corporation CuCl2, Alfa Products NaH, and
Aldrich Chemical Company's NaOMe were dried in an oven
at 90c,C for 30 minutes before they were used. All the
inorganic chemicals were reagent grade materials.
Three crown ethers were used. Aldrich 99+% 18crown-6,

15-crown-5,

and 12-crown-4 were stored in dark

bottles in the refrigerator.

All crown ethers were used

without further purification.
Aldrich 99.9+% spectrophotometric grade
dimethylsulfoxide(DMSO) was stored in a dark bottle.

Fresh 4A molecular sieves were added to the DMSO which
contained molecular sieves that the manufacturer
provided.

The DMSO was used without further

purification.
Kodak reagent grade acetonitrile was purified by
the methods of Perrin and P e r r i n ^ ancj then was stored
in a clear bottle.

4A molecular sieves were used to dry

the solvent.
Plough Incorporated extra heavy Nujol mineral oil
was used. No attempt was made to purify the Nujol.

An

absorption spectrum of the Nujol with air as a
reference showed no absorption in the visible and only
0.03 optical absorbance in the ultraviolet.

B. PREPARATIONS

Several compounds of HMDPM were made. To form the
negative i o n ’s sodium salt a DMSO solution containing
NaH was added to a solution containing the neutral
ligand. A gas, presumably hydrogen, was evolved. The
absorption spectrum of the combined solutions is not
that of the neutral

ligand, its positive ion or any

complex that has been synthesized. The spectrum matches
that of a species that can be formed by many
prodecures, and it is assigned to the negative ion. The
DMSO was removed from the solution by transferring the
DMSO to a cold region(/»77K) in the vacuum apparatus

which was kept at a low pressure!'vlOmm Hg); see Figure
4. The remaining solid probably contained not only the
negative ion sodium salt but also NaH and NaOH.
After the DMSO/NaH solution was mixed with the
L/DMSO solution, ten minutes were allowed to pass
before the DMSO solvent was removed.
solution when it was under reduced

Heating the
pressure was

sometimes necessary to accelerate the removal of
solvent.

An H-tube attached to a vacuum line would be a

better system for removing the solvent because heating
would then probably not be necessary.
3 , 3 ’- 4 , 4 ’- 5 , 5 ’-Hexamethyldipyrromethene and 3 , 3 ’-4,
4 ’- 5 , 5 ’-hexamethyldipyrromethene hydrobromide were made
and purified by the method of Johnson et al.35 Who had
fully characterized both compounds by elemental
analysis. The absorption maxima were also recorded by
Johnson et al.35
The metal complexes were prepared and purified by
the methods of Johnson et al.35 and by a new procedure
developed in this laboratory.3® Johnson et al.35 fully
characterized the metal complexes by elemental
analysis. The metal complexes formed were also
rigorously chromatographed to separate any impurity.
By heating a concentrated HL/DMSO solution and
adding a metal acetate,

the metal complexes formed by

the method of Johnson et al.36 can be made. After
addition of the metal salt, the complex precipitates

FIGURE 4-

Apparatus used for solvent removal
includes:
(a)

Sample and solvent trap

(b)

Quartz tubing

(c)

Vacuum connector

<d )

Liquid nitrogen
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b.

a

out of solution.

The elemental analyses of the

complexes of HMDPM made in these laboratories were
performed; see Table 1. Elemental analysis of the metal
complexes prepared by the method developed in this
laboratory have the same elemental percentages as those
of the metal complexes formed by the procedure of
Johnson et. al.35

C. INSTRUMENTATION

A Cary Model 14 absorption spectrophotometer was
used to record all absorption spectra.
1.000

Beckmann

cm suprasil absorption cells were usually used to

contain the solutions.

Other suprasil absorption cells

that had path lengths ranging from 0 . 1 0 0 cm to 1 0 . 0 0 cm
were used less frequently.

All the cell pairs were

matched.
Two different fluorimeters were used to record
luminescences from the ligand and the complexes.

The

SLM 8000 fluorimeter, which has an LH-450 Xenon arc
lamp and an XE Xenon arc power supply, was used to
record room temperature emission spectra.

An Apple 11+

computer is used in conjunction with the SLM 8000 to
store and manipulate the data. Room temperature
excitation spectra were also obtained by means of the
SLM 8000 fluorimeter.

The SLM 8000 fluorimeter has a

low to medium resolution monochromator.

Theoretical
CU 1C30 H38 N4
Nh c3 0 W 4
601C30H38N 4
ZniC3o'ri38H4
FeiC3oH38N4
C1 5 W 2
t-%

ZC
68.86

69.63
69.05
64.76
66.75
77-55

ZH 2N
ZH*
7.5210.07 11.79
7.6010.51 10.95
7.7210.25 9.68
6.9710.00 10.90
7.2410.33 12.35
8.3311.55 - -

SO
0.78
<0.5
1.75
1.92
—
1.29

*01

Observed

Cospound

Cu0.97c30.00H39.01^.7600.28
^ 0 .97630.00% 9.02^3.880<0.16
Co0.86c30.00^39.97^3.82°0.57
“ Zn0.93c30.00^38.47^3.97°0.87
~ ~ Fel. 19^30. 00h38. 78**3.98 ~
c15. OoHig.ZOHi.ggO.37

Cu(HHDPH}2
SiCHMDPMJg
Co(HHDPH)2
Zn(HHDPH)2
Fe(HHDPH)2
HMDPH

~

letai center

T a b l e 1 . Elem ental

Analyses

A higher resolution instrument was used to obtain
the low temperature luminescences.

The instrument

includes a modified Cary 15 monochromator for
excitation,

a Jarrel1-Ash 1.5 meter emission

monochromator, and a series of PAR amplifiers. The
exciting light is that from an Osram XB0-450 watt xenon
arc lamp. The light is collected by means of a concave
mirror and redirected into the Cary 15 monochromator.
The light passes through the Cary 15 monochromator and
onto a concave mirror. The concave mirror collects and
redirects the light onto a sample tube. The sample tube
is centered in a silica dewar. Liquid nitrogen which
surrounds the tube is contained in the dewar. Emitted
light from the sample is collected by a lens and
focused on the slits of the Jarrel1-Ash monochromator.
An EMI photomultiplier tube is used to detect the
luminescence that leaves the monochromator. The signal
is chopped and then sent to a series of amplifiers
which are housed in a PAR 200 NIM BIN. The power supply
of the photomultiplier tube is a PAR 280 high voltage
power supply. The amplifiers are a PAR 221 AC
photometric preamplifier, a PAR 211 amplifier, and a
PAR 220 lock-in amplifier.

The output is recorded by

means of an X-Y recorder.
The cells in which the luminescening solution is
contained were made from quartz tubing which matched
the geometry of the windowed dewar. Pyrex test tubes

were later used because all luminescences were in the
visible region. The test tubes also allowed a larger
surface area to be illuminated.
Infrared absorption of the complexes was recorded
by means of a Perkin-Elmer 283B spectrophotometer.
An IBM Instruments,

Incorporated NR/100 FTNMR

spectrometer was used to obtain the NflR spectra.

D.

ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS

Dl. Room Temperature Absorption

It was stated previously that a Cary 14 double beam
spectrophotometer was used to record all room
temperature absorptions.

Various solvents were used

during the investigations.

D2. Low Temperature Absorption

Low temperature absorption spectra were recorded by
means of the Cary 14 spectrophotometer.

The samples’

temperature was 77K. The low temperature device
consisted of a dewar which had windows in the light
path and a sample cell that had windows; see Figure 5.
The stainless steel cell contained metal rings upon
which front and back quartz windows were affixed
against teflon O-rings.

The cell windows were held in
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FI 6 URE 5.

Low temperature absorption cell
for use in a Cary 14 monochromator.
The cell includes:
(a )
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g>
(h)
(i )
<.1>
(k)

Sample cel 1
Teflon stopper
Chromel-alumel thermocouple
Copper gas entrance tube
Connector to high or low temperature
gas source
Stainless steel tube
Dewar
Teflon centering ring
Quartz windows
Lock screws
O-rings

\
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k.

place by two metal plates through which holes were
drilled to allow light to pass through their centers.
The metal ring was attached to a long metal tube that
was used for filling the cell. The cell was centered in
the dewar by means of triangular teflon spacers
attached to the long tube.
By filling the dewar with liquid nitrogen and
slowly placing the sample cell into the dewar, a glass
would form.

If the solvent was not dried properly or if

the sample was cooled too quickly, the glass would
crack.

If the glass cracked, a new sample was prepared.

The method that was developed for cooling the solvent
was to keep the sample compartment half covered with
liquid nitrogen for about 15 minutes.

Afterwards the

sample cell was slowly lowered until the entire
compartment was covered with liquid nitrogen.

If this

procedure was not followed, the glass would crack or a
bubble would form in the light path in the sample
compartment.

A technique in which the end of a string

was suspended within the sample compartment and which
was slowly removed as the sample was cooled was not
effective for removing the bubble and did not prevent
the cracking of the glass.

If a glass cracked, a window

was usually shattered.
The solvent used in the 77K experiments was 3methylpentane because it has good thermal
characteristics;

it forms a clear relatively soft

glass. A method for drying the solvent is mentioned
under purification and handling of solvents.
The apparatus was modified to allow cooled nitrogen
gas to pass through the dewar around the sample
compartment; see Figure 5. A small hole for allowing
gas to exit and for a thermocouple to enter was drilled
through the teflon stopper. The cold gas entered a
copper tube and exited the tube inside the dewar near
the sample compartment.

The copper tube was inserted

into a hole in the teflon stopper.

A tygon tube

connected the dewar system to another part of the
variable low temperature apparatus.
The other part of the apparatus controlled the
temperature of the nitrogen gas by mixing two streams
of nitrogen gas that had different temperatures.

One

stream of nitrogen gas was at room temperature and
originated from a nitrogen gas cylinder.

The other

stream was generated from a fifteen liter small mouthed
dewar filled with liquid nitrogen.
The low temperature nitrogen stream was generated
by allowing a high resistance metal coil inside the
dewar to emit heat. The coil was connected by two wires
to a variable transformer. When a current was passed
through the coil,

heat was transferred from the coil to

the liquid nitrogen.

With the addition of heat, the

liquid nitrogen boiled.

The low temperature gas exited

the dewar because the heating increased the rate of

boiling the liquid nitrogen inside the dewar.
A tygon tube that captured the low temperature gas
exiting the dewar was connected to a mixing junction.
The mixing junction was also attached to a tygon tube
from the nitrogen gas cylinder. A third tube connected
to the mixing junction allowed mixed gas to pass to the
copper tube of the dewar system that contained the
absorption cell.
By varying the flow of the room temperature
nitrogen gas and by varying the current passing through
the heating coil in the dewar, the temperature inside
the dewar system could be controlled. The temperature
was monitored by a chromel-alumel thermocouple which
was attached to a Leeds and Northup millivolt
potentiometer.

Room temperature nitrogen gas was used

to evaporate water and remove oxygen from the apparatus
before the dewar system was cooled. For this purpose
room temperature nitrogen gas flowed through the system
for fifteen minutes before the apparatus was used.

D3. Solid State Absorption

Two methods were used to suspend the solid state
complexes in the light path.

In one method crushed

crystals were held between two quartz windows.

In the

other method, powdered cystals were suspended in nujol.
Crushing the crystals between two windows was

accomplished by placing a small amount of sample on one
window and then pressing and rotating another window on
the sample.

Pressing the sample with the second window

was continued until the sample was evenly distributed
over the windows.
A mortar and pestle were required to prepare the
crystals for suspension in nujol. The crystalline
complex had to be crushed by the mortar and pestle
until the particles were small enough that reflected
light did not produce the usual green color and the
apparent color of the crystals changed from reflected
green to transmitted orange.

Nujol was then added to

the crystals in the mortar, and the mixture was stirred
until a evenly distributed color was observed.

The

mixture was then placed on a quartz window by means of
a spatula.

A second window was placed on the first

window to prevent the mixture from flowing from the
first window.
Two windows were always required when the nujol
method was used. The concentration could be changed
only by adding more nujol to the mortar mixture and
repeating the process.

The reference beam passed

through air.
The reference beam passed through air when the
crushed crystal method was used. Two windows were not
always used because the solid would stick to the
surface of both windows. The concentration could be

halved by removing one window and thereby removing half
of the solid crystals.

D4. Concentration Effects

The effect of three orders of magnitude of
concentration was determined.

Toluene and

dichloromethane were the solvents.

High concentrations

of the complexes and ligand forms in solution could be
obtained when toluene and dichloromethane were used as
the solvents.

A highly concentrated stock solution was

prepared in order to minimize any error obtained by
weighing.
0.100,

Matched quartz absorption cells that have

1.000, and 10.00 cm path lengths were used. The

concentration of the stock solution was adjusted to
give an absorbance between 0.5 and 1 when the stock
solution was placed in the 0.100cm cell. A 1:10
dilution of the stock solution was made when the
1.000

cm cells were used and a 1 : 1 0 dilution was made

when the 1 0 .0 0 cm cells were used; this procedure
ensured that all these solutions, though at different
concentrations, would have the same optical path and
would have the same absorbance if no concentration
effect occurred and B e e r ’s law were applicable.

D5. Solvent Effects

Concentrated solutions of the complexes or the
ligand forms in toluene or dichloromethane were
prepared as stock solutions.

From the stock solution a

small amount was taken and placed in a volumetric
flask. The same amount was placed in four different
flasks.

The samples were then diluted with the selected

solvent. The solvents were chosen on the bases of the
dielectric constant,

the solubility of the sample, the

miscibility with the stock solution, and the
availability of the solvent.

The chosen solvents were

toluene, dichloromethane, butanol, and acetonitrile.
Butanol was chosen so that the effects of a non—bonded
pair of electrons,

of traces of water, and of the

alcoholic hydrogen on the complexes would be observed.

D6. Solvent,.-Crown Ether. Pyridine, and Metal Salt
Additions

It is possible for one to identify related
absorbing species.

The absorbance at any wavelength

a spectrum depends on the absorbance of all
that wavelength;

in

species at

see Equations 4, 5, 6 and 7.

A = Ai + A 2 +•.•+ An = eiCil + e £ C 2 l

+ ...+ enCn l

(4)

6 = e i = 6 2 = . * . = e n

(5)

k

(6 )

= Ci + C 2 + ... + Cn

A = e(Ci + C 2 + ... + Cn )l = e ’kl = e”l

If a series of

solutions,

(7)

in which the

concentration of the initial absorbing species is
constant and in which the concentration of a non
absorbing species is increasing,

is prepared,

if the

addition of the non-absorbing species causes an
equilibrium to be established between the first
absorbing species and a second absorbing species, and
if both absorbing species have the same k at some
wavelength, there will be no change in absorbance at

that wavelength in the spectrum if the two species are
at equilibrium in all of the solutions.
k; see Equation 6, must remain constant.

In other words
The point is

called an isosbestic point. 3? More than one isosbestic
point is possible.

The bandshapes of the two absorbing

species may allow the appearance of more than one
isosbestic point or more than one species may be in
equilibrium with the first and second absorbing
species.
More than two species may share the same; isosbestic
point if all species are in equilibrium and if all of
the spectra have exactly the same molar absorptivity at
the wavelength at which the isosbectic point occurs.
Such an occurrence is unlikely.38
In order to study isosbestic behavior,

a

concentrated solution of the solute sample in
dichloromethane or toluene was prepared.

An amount of

solution which would contain enough solute to absorb
between 0.5 and 1 absorbance units upon dilution was
transferred to a 10ml volumetric flask. A second
species,

i.e. pyridine, a crown ether solution, or a

metal salt solution was added to the solute. The
solution was then diluted to 10ml with the initial
solvent.
In the crown ether and the metal salt addition
experiments, the initial solvent was either DMSO or
ACN; no mixed solvent was used. When pyridine was

added, pyridine was the solvent; only a dilution with
the solvent occurred.
Pyridine can ligate the fifth and sixth position of
the complexes quantitatively.2, 32, 33 By adding the
pyridine slowly,

an isosbestic point may or may not be

obtained.3Q When the isosbestic point was obtained, an
equilibrium between the complex and the pyridine
ligated complex was established.
12-Crown-4 ether was added to destroy the complex
and leave only the negative ion of HMDPM as the active
absorbing species in solution. A solution of 12C4 ether
in DMSO or ACN was added to a solution of a complex to
establish an equilibrium between the complex and the
negative ion. If no isosbestic point was obtained,
either no equilibrium was established or more than two
forms probably existed in solution.3®
A solution of a metal salt was added to a solution
of LH/DMSO to determine the effect of concentration on
formation of the metal complex. The effect of
temperature on the formation of the complex was also
studied.

D 7 . NaH. NaOMe. Water. Acid, and Base Additions

NaH and NaOMe were added to solutions of the ligand
and complexes to create the negative ion in solution.
In this case DMSO was always the solvent. Usually an

unknown amount of the sodium salt was added to the
complexes and then the excess solid state was removed
by filtration before the metal salt was added.

If the

solid NaH was filtered from a NaH/LH/DMSO solution, no
negative ion absorption was obtained; the neutral
ligand absorption was observed.

E. EMISSION EXPERIMENTS

El. Room Temperature Emission and Excitation

All room temperature luminescences were recorded by
means of the SLM 8000 spectrofluorimeter.

The solvents

used in these luminescence studies were 3-methylpentane
and dichloromethane.

Using the SLM to record the

spectra was necessary because the luminescence at room
temperature is very weak and the SLM detection
sensitivity is very high.

E2. Low Temperature Emission

The sample tubes were usually pyrex test tubes.
Quartz tubes were used occasionally. Since the samples
absorb and emit well into the visible,

the use of pyrex

glass posed no problem because pyrex transmits all
wavelengths greater than 290nm.

6-Methylpentane which forms a soft glass upon
cooling was usually the low temperature solvent for the
samples.

If the solvent had been dried adequately, the

solvent glass would rarely crack. Rapid cooling seemed
to form a better glass than slow cooling; slow cooling
allowed more water and oxygen to be trapped in the
glass.

The samples were degassed by freeze-drying until

it was observed that degassing had little effect.

E3. Negative Ion Emission

The negative ion emission was recorded by the means
of the PAR luminescence equipment.

The negative ion was

formed in DMSO by addition of NaH. A test tube was used
to contain the solution. The emission was also recorded
by the means of the SLM equipment.

In both cases it was

necessary to have NaH in contact with the solution or
the neutral
disappeared.

ligand returned and the emission

F. INFRARED ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS

FI ♦. Solid State Infrared

Reagent grade KBr was the solid dispersant in all
solid state infrared pellets. The spectrum of each
complex was recorded by the means of a Perkin-Elmer
238B Infrared spectrophotometer.
The pellets were made by compressing the solid
mixture to 1200 psi under vacuum.

One minute passed

before the mechanical pressure on the pellet was
relieved.

If the pellet was not glassy the pellet was

discarded.

F 2 . Solution State Infrared

The same instrument used for recording the solid
state infrared spectra was used to record the solution
state infrared spectra.

The complexes were dissolved in

spectrograde CC14 .
The cells had 0.100mm path length between the NaCl
windows. The solvent was CCL4 . The CCL4 absorbs the IR
light in the region of 600cm-1 and below 350cm-1 .

CHAPTER III
RESULTS AMP PISCUSSIQH

Three different types of absorption contours are
observed when the spectra of different metal complexes
of hexamethyldipyrromethene (HMDPM) are investigated;
in comparison the spectra of different
metalloporphyrins have a principle band, the Soret
band, that remains unchanged when one metal center is
replaced by another metal center.

The complexes of

HMDPM were investigated in this work to determine the
origins of the different absorption contours.

The

spectra of the ligand, HMDPM, and its derivatives were
characterized because two negative ions of HMDPM
surround the metal centers of the complexes and the
absorption characteristics of the complexes are related
to those of the negative ion and perhaps other
derivatives of HMDPM. The results of the
characterization experiments will be presented and then
will be discussed.
A section of results and discussion will be devoted
to HMDPM,

its derivatives, and its complexes.

The

derivatives of HMDPM are the protonated form of HMDPM,
the negative ion of HMDPM, and the boron trifluoride
addition product of HMDPM. A speculation about the
geometry will be made on the basis of the band
positions of the derivatives of HMDPM and on the basis
46

of the calculations of Falkl6-25.

^ further speculation

on the possible existence of a negative ion that
absorbs at 505nm will be made. The differences and
similarities of the bands in the IR spectra of the HL,
HHL+ and L~ forms of HMDPM and of the complexes of
HMDPM will be presented and then will be discussed.
The Zn(HMDPM)2 , the Co(HMDPM)2 and the Fe<HMDPM)2
complexes will next be discussed. The appearance of a
445nm band in the absorption spectra of the Type 1
complexes will be related to their decomposition.

A

band at 485nm in the low temperature spectra of the
Type 1 complexes will be suggested to be that of
another complex which may release a neutral ligand to
solution.

A complex called a Type 4 complex that

absorbs at 485nm will be discussed.

A discussion of the

proton source for the decomposition will be presented.
The next complex to be discussed will be the
Cu(HMDPM)2 complex.

The results of several experiments

that suggest that the two absorption bands are
absorption bands of different complexes will be
presented.

The reaction conditions that lead to the

formation of the two forms will also be presented.

A

speculation on the cause of the differences in
absorption of the two forms will be discussed.
The final section will be devoted to the Ni(HMDPM)2
complex. The possibility that different oligimeric
negative ion type complexes of Ni(HMDPM)2 exist will be

presented.

A comparison of the results of the

characterization experiments with those found for other
oligimeric systems will be presented.
Basically, the absorption spectra of the complexes
have three bandshapes.

If the absorption of a complex

or of a derivative of HMDPM has a negative ion
bandshape,

it will be called a Type 1 absorption

bandshape; see Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. The absorption
of the Cu complex will be called a Type 2 absorption;
see Figure 10. The absorption of the Ni complex will be
designated a Type 8 absorption; see Figure 11. A
complex in which neutral HMDPM and Cl- are attached to
a metal center will be called a Type 4 complex.

The

spectrum of Type 4 complexes have a Type 1 bandshape
but occur at higher energies than those of the Type 1
complexes; see Figure 12.
Falk and

Hofer^l

and others©* ®» anc* H

have

assigned all the transitions except the d*-d
transitions of dipyrromethene derivatives and all of
their metal complexes to n * - n

transitions.

Table 2

contains a list of the absorption bands of
hexamethyldipyrromethene,

its derivatives, and its

different metal complexes. Molar absorptivities of the
hexamethyldipyrromethene compounds are also given.
values for the molar absorptivities are not exact
because the compounds decompose and interconvert to
different forms.

The
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FIGURE 6

Room temperature absorption spectrum of L
in DMSO formed by addition of NaH to HL
in DMSO
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FIGURE 7

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of a Type 1 Zn(HMDPM)g complex/toluene
solution
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FIGURE 8

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of a Type 1 FetHMDPlDg complex/toluene
solution
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FIGURE 9

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of a Type 1 Co(HMDPM >2 complex/toluene
solution
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FIGURE lO-

Room temperature absorption spectrum

of a Type 2 CuCHMDPlDg complex/toluene
solution
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FIGURE 11-

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of. a Type 3 N i (HMDPM)g complex/toluene
solution
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FIGURE 12.

(a)

Absorption spectrum of
hexamethyldipyrromethene

(b)

in a c e t o n i t r i l

Absorption spectrum solution of
hexamethyldipyrromethene
a f t e r F e C l g was a d de d

in a c e t o n i t r i l
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Solvent
Cu(HMDPM >2
N i (HMDPM >2
Co(HMDPM >2
Mn(HMDPM >2
Z n (HMDPM)2
Fe(HMDPM >2
HMDPM
HMDPM-HBr
L“

Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
To 1uene
DMSO
DMSO

Max.
Abs.
465nm
525nm
510nm
490nm
508nm
510nm
445nm
483nm
489nm

emax
lOSM'lcm-l
0. 64.
0. 53.
1.76.
1. 78.
1. 54.
1. 50.
0. 27.
0. 70.
0. 90.

Table 2. Table of Maximum Absorbance Wavelengths

Al. Introduction to the Spectroscopy of HMDPH
and its Derivatives

Understanding the changes in the absorption band of
HMDPM may help develop understanding of the absorption
bands of the metal complexes. The investigation of
HMDPM involved the formation of the negative ion of
HMDPM, the formation of the sodium salt of the negative
ion of HMDPM, the formation of the protonated form of
HMDPM, and the formation of the boron trifluoride
addition product of HMDPM. Each of the derivatives of
HMDPM will be discussed. A speculation will be made
that the absorption bands of two conformers of the
negative ion of HMDPM have been observed.

It will be

shown that a sharply structured absorption band
replaces the broad structureless absorption band of
HMDPM when the stabilizing hydrogen bond of HMDPM is
broken.

The complexes of HMDPM will be discussed. The

IR spectral data of HMDPM,

its derivatives,

and its

metal complexes will be presented and will be
interpreted to indicate structural similarities and
differences between HMDPM,

its derivatives, and its

metal complexes. A comparison of the IR spectra of the
Type 1 metal complexes with those of the derivatives of
HMDPM will reveal structural similarities between the
complexes and the derivatives of HMDPM. The results of
the solid state and solution state IR spectra of

Cu(HMDPM >2 complex will be shown to suggest that two
forms of Cu(HMDPM>2 exist in solution.

The IR spectrum

of the Ni(HMDPM>2 complex will be shown to be very
similar to those of the Type 1 metal complexes.

Ala. The Spectra of HMDPM

The neutral

ligand absorption bandshape is broad,

and structureless;

see Figure 13.

The broad

structureless absorption is typical of some neutral
dipyrromethene derivatives.

The broad structureless

absorption band of other neutral ligand dipyrromethenes
has been assigned to n * - n

transitions.20 CNDO/S

calculations by Dr. Jerry Lewis®® suggest that the
transitions from hexamethyldipyrromethene are n*-n
transitions.
Emission from the neutral ligand, HMDPM,

is broad

and structureless; see Figure 14. The emission
intensity is very weak and it is very difficult to
record the emission.

A broad structureless absorption

and a weak emission of TMPDM, tetramethyldipyrromethene
have been observed by Canters28.

The absorption and

emission bands of TMDPM are similar in band shape and
position to those of hexamethyldipyrromethene.28

FIGURE 13.

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of an HMDPM/toluene solution
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FIGURE 14-

77K emission spectrum of HMDPM in 3MP
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Alb. Identification of the 505na Band of HHDPH

The absorption bandshape of HMDPM is broad and
structureless.

Occasionally,

a shoulder on the

absorption band of HMDPM appears at 505nm when HMDPM is
dissolved in highly polar solvents.

The results of the

characterization studies of HMDPM suggest that the form
that absorbs at 505nm is a negative ion of HMDPM.
A study of the effects of solvents on the spectrum
of HMDPM does not reveal a 505nm shoulder in the
absorption band of HMDPM when low polarity solvents are
used. A blue shift of the broad structureless
absorption of HMDPM is observed when the solvent
polarity is increased from that of toluene (e=2.3) to
that of ACN(e=38.8);

see Figure 15. When HMDPM is

dissolved in a more polar solvent, DMS0(e=49),

a 505nm

band is observed as a low energy shoulder in the
spectrum.

i

With time, the 505nm shoulder increases in

absorbance; see Figure 16 and Table 3. Apparently when
HMDPM is dissolved in solvents of polarity lower than
that of DMSO, the form that absorbs at 505nm does not
exist. The appearance of the 505nm band when HMDPM is
dissolved in highly polar solvents suggests that
dissociation of a proton from HMDPM may be occurring.
Aromatic amines are known to be very weak bases;

in

water they have K b ’s less than 10-9. The Kb of pyrrole
is approximately 2.5 X 10~14. Dissociation of the

FIGURE 15.

Spectra of a study of the effects
of solvent polax'ity on the absorption
of HMDPM; the solvents used are toluene,
butanol, and acetonitrile
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FIGURE 18.

Absorption spectra of HL in DMSO

(a)

immediately after preparation

(b)

24 hours after preparation
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HL in DMSO
HL concentration = 3.20 X 10~5 m
Absorbance error =+0.02
CURVE TIME(hrs ) ASPS
___________________ A445

a.
b.

0
24
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0.343

Table 3. Relative heights of
absorption bands of HL
in DMSO over a period
of 24 hours

I

acidic proton of HMDPM may be possible.
If the solution of HMDPM in DMSO is heated, two
isosbestic points are obtained; this result indicates
that the 445nm and 505nm absorbing species are related;
see Figure 17. The isosbestic points occur at 380nm and
465nm. Evidence for the appearance of the same
isosbestic points is given Figure 16b which gives the
room temperature spectrum of aged HMDPM in DMSO. The
molar absorptivity of the sharply structured 505nm band
is calculated to be 6.50 X lO^M-lcm- ! when it is
assumed that spectrum d of Figure 17 is that only of
the form that absorbs at 505nm and has a concentration
equal to that original HMPDM concentration.

The sharply

structured bandshape that appears after heating is
typical of the absorption bandshapes of dipyrromethenes
when the stablizing hydrogen bond has been

b r o k e n . 2 0

,

22, and 28 The appearance of the 505nm band in the
spectrum when the HMDPM/DMSO solution is heated
suggests that a enhancement of a possible dissociation
of the acidic proton of HMDPM in DMSO solution may have
occurred or that a rotation of one pyrrole ring that
formerly contained both pyrrole rings of HMDPM may have
occurred and disrupted the hydrogen bond. Falk et al.l®
conclude on the basis of CNDO/2 calculations that a
rotation of one pyrrole ring of a neutral
dipyrromethene is energetically unfavorable.

The

appearance of the 505nm band may be the result of a

FIGURE IV.

High temperature absorption spectra
of an HL/DMSO solution at:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

27.00C
37.75 - 40 25C
4 2 . 2 5 - 4 4 75C
4 6 . 2 5 - 5 8 25C
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proton dissociation from HMDPM.

When Na(acetate) is added to a solution of HMDPM in
DMSO, the 505nm shoulder increases in absorbance; see
Figure 18 and Table 4. The relative increase in
absorbance of the 505nm relative to that of the 445nm
band is greater in the same time period when
Na(acetate) is present in solution.

This result

indicates that the addition of a weak base enhances the
formation of the form that absorbs at 505nm.

Isosbestic

points occur at 467nm and 380nm. The isosbestic point
are a good indication that the form that absorbs at
445nm and the form that absorbs at 505nm are in
equi1ibrium.
When a metal acetate is added to the heated HL/DMSO
solution, a meta11ohexamethyldipyrromethene complex is
formed and the yields are very high,40 approximately
90%. The absorption spectra of the complexes formed are
identical with those of complexes formed by the method
of Johnson*^.

The elemental analyses of the complexes

give results that show that the same complexes are
formed by both procedures.

The Type 1, Type 2, and Type

3 spectral bandshapes are still observed.
Since the same metallohexamethyldipyrromethene
complexes that are formed by the methods of J o h n s o n ^
are formed by adding a metal salt to the heated HL/DMSO
solution,

it is indicated that the form that absorbs at

505nm is some type of negative ion. The reason for the

FIGURE IS.

Effects on thei

(a)

HL/DMSO solution absorption spectrum

(b)

0 hours after a sodium acetate
addition to the HL/DMSO solution
\

(c)

12 hours after a sodium acetate
addition to the HL/DMSO solution

(e)

24 hours after a sodium acetate
addition to the HL/DMSO solution
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Table 4. Relative absorption band
heights of HL in DMS0
before and after addition
of Na(acetate)

strong implication is that a negative ion type complex
of HMDPM is formed when a metal ion is added to a hot
solution which contains the form that absorbs at 505nm.
Because the negative ion type complexes are formed
by addition of a metal acetate to a heated HMDPM/DMSO
solution and because the elemental analyses of the
complexes that are formed by such a procedure indicate
that negative ion type complexes are formed,

the 505nm

absorption band is probably an absorption band of a
negative ion of HMDPM. Since the 505nm band of the
spectrum of an HMDPM/DMSO solution appears to a small
extent gradually at room temperature and appears
rapidly to a greater extent at higher temperatures,
dissociation of the acidic proton to solution appears
to be occurring.

A2. DERIVATIVES of HHDPH

A2a. The Negative Ion of HHDPH that is Forned in a
Basic Solvent and in Basic Solutions

If the acidic proton of HMDPM easily dissociates in
DMSO, a basic solvent or a basic solution containing
HMDPM may result in the appearance of the 505nm
absorption band. Formamide is a slightly basic solvent
that has a high polarity (€=109). Three absorption
bands appear at 445nm, at 485nm, and at 502nm when an

HMDPM/formamide solution is investigated.

The

HMDPM/formamide solution was formed by adding HMDPM to
an absorption cell that contained formamide.

The

absorption spectrum was recorded immediately; see
Figure 19. The band at 445nm appears to be that of the
neutral ligand.

The 502nm absorption band is probably

that of the negative ion that in other solvents absorbs
at 505nm. The 502nm band may appear at higher energy
because of the high polarity of formamide;

a blue shift

of HMDPM, all of its derivatives, and all of its metal
complexes occurs when the solvent polarity is
increased; for example see Figure 15.
When approximately 30 minutes was allowed to pass
after the HMDPM/formamide solution was prepared and
thereafter the spectrum was recorded, only a 485nm
absorption band appeared; see Figure 20 . Apparently in
formamide the form that absorbs at 485nm is the
dominate form in solution.
Previously Na(acetate), a weak base, was used to
enhance the formation of the shoulder in the HMDPM
absorption spectrum at 505nm; see Figure 18. The
complete conversion of the 445nm absorption band of
HMDPM to the 505nm absorption band did not occur when
Na(acetate) was added to the HMDPM/DMSO solution.

Using

a stronger base did not enhance the absorption at
505nm. The addition of sodium hydride, NaH, or sodium
methoxide, NaOMe, to a solution containing HMDPM

FIGURE 19.

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of a solution formed by adding HMDPM
directly to an absorption cell that
contained formamide; the spectrum was
recorded immediately after the addition
of HMDPM to the cell
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FIGURE 20.

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of an HMDPM/formamide solution 30 minutes
after preparation
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resulted in the replacement of the broad structureless
absorption of HMDPM at 445nm by a sharply structured
absorption at 489nm; see Figure 21. Sodium hydride and
sodium methoxide are relatively strong bases. The 485nm
band of HMPDM in formamide is almost certainly the
equivalent of the 489nm band of HMDPM negative ion in
less polar solventsis.

Addition of a metal salt to the

form that absorbs at 489nm resulted in the formation of
a Type 1 complex.36 These results suggest that the
489nm band of the form created by addition of a strong
base to an HMDPM/DMSO solution and the 485nm band of an
HMDPM/formamide solution represent an electronic
transition of the negative ion of HMDPM.
The strength of the base and the polarity of the
solvent may affect the formation of the negative ion of
HMDPM. A weak base added to HMDPM which is in a polar
solvent results in the appearance of a sharply
structured absorption band at 505nm in the spectrum of
the solution.

The solvent,

DMSO,

is also a weak base;

the low basicity of DMSO may be the reason for the
appearance of the 505nm band in an HMDPM/DMSO solution.
When a strong base is added to an HMDPM/DMSO solution,
the 489nm band appears. When HMDPM is placed in a
solvent of moderate basicity, formamide,

both

absorption bands appear, but after equilibration only a
489nm band remains.

FIGURE 21.

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of L~ in DMSO formed by addition of
to an HMDPM/DMSO solution
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A2b. Speculation on the foris that absorb
at 489zm and 505na

Since addition of a metal acetate to either the
form that absorbs at 489nm or the form that absorbs at
505nm results in formation of the negative ion type
complexes,

the two forms should be related.

The two

forms may be conformers. The conformers may differ by
the extent of rotation of one pyrrole ring out of the
plane that formerly contained both pyrrole rings of
HMDPM. The absorption band in the spectrum of the form
that absorbs at 505nm occurs to the red of that of the
form that absorbs at 489nm. The form that absorbs at
505nm has a molar absorptivity of 65,OOM“lcm~l that is
about two-thirds of a molar absorptivity of 90,00M~lcm~
1 of the form that absorbs at 489nm. A decrease in the
absorbance of a protonated dipyrromethene was predicted
by Falk et al.23 on the basis of PPP-SCF-LCAO-MO-CI
calculations to occur when one pyrrole ring is rotated
from 0° to 30° out of the plane that formerly contained
both pyrrole rings of the neutral dipyrromethene.

Falk

et al. also predicted a red shift of the absorbance
when the same rotation occurs.
A speculation based on F a l k ’s ca l c u l a t i o n s ^ on
the out of plane rotation of one pyrrole ring of a
protonated dipyrromethene is that both forms are
conformers of the negative ion of HMDPM. Franco’s work

shows that the positive ion, HHL+ , and the negative
ion, L- , have very similar spectroscopic properties;
consequently calculations for the HHL+ spectroscopic
properties should be qualitatively transferrable to the
properties of L_ . Because the band position of the form
that absorbs at 505nm is further to the red than the
band position of the form that absorbs at 489nm and
because its molar absorptivity is smaller than that of
the form that absorbs at 489nm, the form that absorbs
at 505nm may be the conformer in which one pyrrole ring
is rotated to a greater extent out of plane than is the
same pyrrole ring of the conformer that absorbs at
489nm. The red shift associated with one pyrrole ring
being rotated out of the plane that formerly contained
both pyrrole rings of HMDPM may be the result of a
greater length of delocalization.

Although semi-

empirical calculations do not give quantitative results
that should be trusted, the qualitative changes in both
band positions and band intensity that agree with the
assignments made in this work do lend support to the
credibility of the assignments.

A2c. Negative Ion Foraation by 12—Crown—4 Ether
Addition

Another method of forming the negative ion of
HMDPM, L, is the competitive complexation of the metal
by the relatively transparent crown ethers.

One example

is the addition of 12C4 to a solution containing a zinc
complex of HMDPM; see Figure 22. To form the negative
ion from a metal complex of HMDPM, the concentration of
12C4 in the solution must be approximately two orders
of magnitude greater than that of the metal complex.
Another example is the that of the Fe+2 complex.

After

addition of 12C4 to the solution containing the metal
complex of HMDPM,

the absorption of the complex is

replaced by that of a form that absorbs at 489nm.
d*-d transition is observed;

No

see Figure 23; this result

shows that the original complex, the d*-d transistions
of which are easily observed,

no longer exists after

the 12C4 is added and the negative ion absorption
appears. Since the molar absorptivity of the species
created by the 12C4 addition method is the same as that
of the species created by the NaOMe addition method,

it

is concluded that the two methods produce the same
species.

After the 12C4 addition, L“ is probably left

in solution and the dipositive metal center is probably
complexed with the crown ether.

This result supports

the assumption that the form that absorbs at 489nm is a

FIGURE 22-

Absorption spectra of Z n ( H M D P M i n
t o l u e n e to w h i c h d i f f e r e n t a m o u n t s of 12C4
h a v e b e e n added.
In all e x p e r i m e n t s
th e c o n c e n t r a t i o n of Z n ( H M D P M ) £ in t o l u e n e
wa s c o n s t a n t at 2.87X10-8M. The total v o l u m e
wa s 10ml.
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FIGURE 23.

Fe(HMDPM)g d*-d transitions

(a)

before 12C4 addition

(b)

after 12C4 addition
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negative ion of HMDPM.

One other method of forming negative ions has been
developed.

Cristian

Franco'll

found that the negative

ion of HMDPM can be generated by addition of 12C4
directly to a solution of HMDPM.

A2d. Formation of Na+L~

When the negative ion is formed by addition of NaH
to a HMDPM/DMSO solution and when the solvent is
removed,

a crystalline sodium salt of L“ is formed. The

absorption of Na+L- in solution has a maximum at 489nm;
see Figure 24. The emission of the sodium salt of the
negative ion of HMDPM in DMSO is a mirror image of the
absorption of Na+L- in DMSO; see Figure 25. The
similarity of the absorption and emission spectra is a
good indication that only small differences exist
between the equilibrium geometries of the ground and
excited states.

FIGURE 24.

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of L“ in DMSO formed by addition of
to an HMDPM/DMSO solution
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FIGURE 25.

Room temperature emission spectrum
of L ~ in DMSO that was formed by
the addition of NaH to an HL/DMSO
solution
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HHDPH in Acidic Solution

One derivative which can easily be made from HMDPM
is the protonated form of HMDPM, HHL+; see Figure 26.
The counter ion of HHL+ is usually a halogen ion such
as bromide or chloride. The protonated form is made by
bubbling HC1 gas through a solution containing HMDPM.
Several protonated dipyrromethene derivatives that have
been made are reported in the literature.il>

16» 28,

and 35
HHL+ is actually a precursor of HMDPM in its
normal synthesis . ^ 5 The acid can be removed by washing
HHL+ dissolved in ethyl ether with a base in distilled
water.

The ether layer will contain the HMDPM and the

aqueous layer will contain the acid. The ether can then
be evaporated to give the crystalline neutral ligand.
The absorption of HHL+ is sharp and structured; see
Figure 26. The HHL+ absorption band at 483nm is red
shifted from the position of the broad structureless HL
absorption band at 445nm. The transition is a n * - n
transition.20, 22, and 28 The sharp, structured
absorption bandshape is similar to those of other
protonated dipyrromethene derivatives reported by
Falk22 and Canters; the sharply structured bandshape
indicates that the stabilizing hydrogen bond has been
broken.28 The protonated dipyrromethene derivatives
have bands that are also red shifted with respect to

FIGURE 26.

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of HHL+ in DMSO; HHL+ was formed by
addition of HC1 to HMDPM in DMSO
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the bands of their neutral dipyrromethene derivatives
when the stablizing hydrogen bond is broken; this
result was predicted by Falk on the basis of CNDO/2
conclusions .2 2
The emission bandshape of HHL+ at 77K is a mirror
image of the absorption bandshape. The emission maximum
occurs at 490nm; see Figure 27. The small shift of 4nm,
absorption maximum to emission maximum when HHL+ is in
3MP,

indicates the ground and the excited states have

similar equilibrium geometries.

A2f. Speculation about the Geometry of HHL+

Examination of HHL+ suggests that a planar geometry
for HHL+ is probably unattainable because of steric
hindrance between the two hydrogens attached to
nitrogens of the different pyrrole rings of HMDPM. The
steric hindrance probably causes the pyrrole rings of
the molecule to lie in different planes. One pyrrole
ring probably rotates out of the plane that formerly
contained both pyrrole rings of the neutral

ligand;

this molecular non-planar, slightly tilted, spiral
orientation is called the Z-syn open form; see Figure
28.
F a l k 2 3 on the basis of PPP-SCF-LCAO-MO-CI

caculations predicted that the protonated ligand of
dipyrromethene has one pyrrole ring rotated out of the

FIGURE 27.

77K emission spectrum of HHL+ in 3MP
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FIGURE 28-

Model of

(a)

Z-syn HHL+

(b)

Z-anti HHL+
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a

b
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plane that formerly contained both pyrrole rings of the
neutral ligand; the angle between the rings was
calculated to be 2.05°.

The reason according to Falk et

a l . 2 3 for the rotation of the pyrrole ring is steric

repulsion between the two hydrogens attached to the two
nitrogens of dipyrromethene.
The X-ray crystal structure of Cu(HMDPM> 2 , see
Figure 2, also shows that the plane of one pyrrole ring
rotated approximately nine degrees relative to the
plane of the other pyrrole ring of the HMDPM negative
ion. The bandshape and bandposition of the solid state
absorption spectrum of Cu(HMDPM )2 are similar to those
of HHL+ . Both spectrab have absorption maxima at 545nm
and a large high energy shoulder; see Figure 29. The
Cu(HMDPM >2 solid state absorption spectrum will be
discussed in more detail in the section on Cu(HMDPM> 2 -

A2g. Boron Trifluoride Addition Product of HHDPH

A fourth derivative of HMDPM was made. To make the
fourth derivative, excess boron trifluoride etherate,
BF 3 (0 Et 2 >, was added to a solution of the neutral
ligand in DMSO. When BFg(0Et2) is added to the
solution, the Lewis acid, BF 3 , probably is attached to
the electron pair on one of the nitrogens; addition of
the BF 3 does not cause a change in the overall charge
of the neutral

ligand. When BF 3 is attached to an

FIGURE 20.

Solid state absorption spectra

(a)

Cu(HMDPM )2 crystals

(b)

HHL+ crystals
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electron pair, the hydrogen bond must be broken. The
spectrum of the BFq addition compound has a 486nm
absorption band; see Figure 30. The 486nm band of HLBF 3
occurs to the red of the 483nm band of HHL+ and to the
blue of the 489nm band of L“ and is characteristic of
an HMDPM species in which the hydrogen bond has been
broken.
When BF 3 OE 2 was added to another neutral
dipyrromethene, TMDPM that was in basic solution,28 the
neutral T M D P M ’s broad structureless absorption was
replaced by a sharp structured band similar to that of
HLBF 3 . The sharply structured band is shifted red
relative to the position of the broad structureless
band of the neutral TMDPM. Canters et al.285 state that
the neutral TMDPM ligand reacts with the boron of BF 3
not to form an HLBF 3 species but to release HF and form
the LBF 2 species that was pictured in Figure 3.
Canters’28 based his conclusion on the CNDO/2
prediction of the absorption maxima by Falk et al.20
Since Canters28 formed the complex in a basic solution,
it is possible that HF was eliminated and that the BF 2
compound was formed. Since the compound described
herein was not synthesized in basic solution, the HLDF
compound seems to be the more probable product.
If one makes a model of HLBF 3 , BF 3 is attached to
one of the pyrrole ring nitrogens in which the neutral
ligand of the model shows that the hydrogen attached to

FIGURE 30.

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of HLEFq in dodecane; the HLEFq was
formed by addition of BFgGEtg to HMDPM
in dodecane
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a nitrogen on one pyrrole ring repels the BF 3 attached
to the nitrogen in the other pyrrole ring, and this
repulsion will cause a geometry change to a spiral Zsyn geometry.

A2b. Comparison of IB Spectra of HHDPN, L~ and HHL+

Since the electronic absorption bandposition and
bandshape of L~ are similar to those of HHL+ ; see
Figure 31, the geometries of the two forms may be
similar.

The differences and similarities of the

absorption spectra of L ~ and HHL+ have been studied in
detail by Franco.3® The IR spectra of HMDPM, L- , and
HHL+ are similar, but some differences are observed;
see Figure 32. The important bands in the spectra are
the

^C-Hi

1>C =N » ^C-Ni

v>>= <h^ and the <r>= <h

bands. The positions are noted in Figure 32, and the
positions of the bands in the IR spectra are tabulated
in Table 5. The spectra of the L- and HMDPM molecules
do not have any observable v>n-H band but that of HHL+
has two bands in its spectrum in the region of 32003000cm~l at 3080cm- l and 3150cm- l; the band positions
are typical of those of the v>n-H stretches of a
protonated tertiary amines. A band that represents the
v>C-H stretches can be observed as a weak band at the
high energy edge of the N-H bands in the spectrum of
HHL+ . Two possible v>c-H bands associated with the CH 3

FIGURE 01.

Room temperature absorption spectra
of HL, L“ , and HHL+ in DMSO at 25C
and of HLBFq in dodecane at 25C
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IR spectra of:

(a)
(b)
(c)

HHL+ in KBr
HMDPM in KBr
L- in KBr
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groups are observed in the spectra of both L“ and HMDPM
in the 2950cm~l to the 2850cm- l region. All three
molecules have a band in the spectra at 1610cm“ l that
is in the 1700cm~l-1500cm- l region commonly assigned to
a band of the \>c=N stretch.

All three molecules have a

band in the spectra in the region of 1250cm- l; a band
is usually assigned to a v>c -N stretch band which is
commonly observed in the 1250cm~l spectral region. The
L_ and HMDPM molecules have a second band in their
spectra at 1232cm- l; this band could also be assigned
to the ^c-N stretch.

In the spectrum of HHL+ there is

only one band in the 1240cm~l region where the C-N
stretch is normally found.

The band occurs at 1240cm-l

between the infrared absorption bands at 1260cm“l and
1232cm~l of HL and L- . A band at 847cm~l is found in
the spectra of all three molecules;

bands in this

region are commonly assigned to that of the c (out of
plane bending of the methene hydrogen).

In the spectrum

of HHL+ there is a band at 3020cm- l which is in the
region of a band that is commonly assigned to the v>
methene (C-H) stretch;

the C-H bands in the 2900cm~l

region due to the CH 3 groups are not easily seen in the
spectrum of HHL+ .
The t>c=N* ^C-N* ^> = < , and the cr>= <

infrared

absorption bands of HHL+ occur at higher energies than
those of HMDPM and L-; see Figure 32. The ct>=<
infrared absorption bands may appear at higher energies
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than those of the corresponding bands in the spectrum
of HL and L~ because the HHL+ molecule may be more
distorted from the total planarity that may exist in
the HL and L- species.

The similarity of the band

positions of the L_ and HMDPM molecules suggests that
the structure and geometries of the two molecules are
similar. The sodium ion may force the negative ion to
attain a planar structure similar to that of HMDPM.
The IR spectra indicate that the structure of the
sodium salt of the negative ion and the HMDPM molecule
are probably similar. Because the bands in the IR
spectrum of the HHL+ molecule are different from those
of Na+L and HMDPM,

but have many similarities, the HHL+

molecule may be similar in structure to those of HMDPM
and Na+L. The higher energies of the methene bands of
HHL+ suggest that the differences among HHL+ , and Na+L~
and HMDPM may be the result of the rotation of one
pyrrole ring out of the plane that formerly contained
both pyrrole rings of the neutral HMDPM molecule that
was predicted by Falk et al.23 on the basis of PPPLCAO-SCF-MO—Cl calculations.
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A2i. Review of the Characteristics of the
Derivatives of HMDPM

The broad structureless bandshape of HMDPM is
replaced by a sharply structured bandshape of the
derivative when the hydrogen bond is broken. The IR
spectrum of HHL+ indicates that protonation of the the
neutral HMDPM occurs because of the appearance of bands
around 3150cm“ l that are the result of the N-H
stretches;

if the protonation of one of the nitrogens

of a pyrrole ring of HMDPM occurs, the hydrogen bond
must be broken.

The sharply structured absorption bands

of the derivatives are in the region of 480nm to 490nm.
All of the derivatives’ electronic band positions are
red shifted relative to the band position of the
neutral

ligand. The sharply structured emission

bandshapes of the HHL+ and L~ derivatives are mirror
images of their absorption bandshapes. Only a small red
shift of 4nm from the absorption maximum to the
emission maximum of either the HHL+ or L- derivatives
is observed. This observation indicates that the
equilibrium geometries of the ground and excited states
are similar.

The IR spectra of HMDPM,

its protonated

derivative, and its sodium salt of its negative ion are
all similar. Except for the appearance of two IR bands
at 1260cm~l and 1232cm-l which are in the region
commonly assigned to the v>c-N band in the IR spectra of
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HMDPM and Na+L instead of the one band at 1240cm- l
which is observed in the IR spectrum of HHL+ , except
for an observable methene (C-H) band at 3020cm~l in the
spectrum of HHL+ which is not observable in the IR
spectra of HMDPM and Na+L", and except for the N-H
stretch bands at 3080cm- l and 3150cm- l in the spectra
of HHL+ the other IR bands of HMDPM, Na+L, and HHL+
have the same band positions and the same relative
intensities.

A3. Complexes of HMDPM

A3a. Type 4 Complexes

FergusonlO and

Porter^

describe a complex that has

two neutral HMDPM molecules attached to a dipositive
ion metal center that has two chloride counter ions.

If

the procedure of adding a metal chloride to a solution
of HMDPM is followed, such a molecule is formed,

a

sharply structured absorption band appears at 485nm,
and the broad structureless absorption band of HMDPM at
445nm disapears; see Figure 33. This result suggests
that the stabilizing hydrogen bond of HMDPM has been
broken. The 485nm absorption band is in the region of
that of the HLBF 3 molecule.

When BF 3 is attached to the

lone pair on the nitrogen of a pyrrole ring of HMDPM,
the hydrogen bond is broken and a sharply structured

FIGURE 33.

(a) Absorption spectrum of HMDPM in
acetonitrile
(b) Absorption spectrum of product of
addition of FeCl 2 to the solution
used to obtain spectrum (a)
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absorption band appears at 486nm.

The HLBF 3 molecule is

neutral; the HMDPM ligand attached to the metal center
to which two chloride counter ions are attached is also
neutral.

The sharply structured bandshape is a good

indication that the stabilizing hydrogen bond of HMDPM
is broken.

In both HLBF 3 and the Type 4 complex one

nitrogen atom of the non-chelated neutral HMDPM
molecule is attached to a hydrogen atom and the other
nitrogen atom is attached to BF 3 or a metal ion; the
HMDPM molecule consequently would have an open geometry
similar to that previously suggested for the protonated
ligand of HMDPM because steric conditions would not
permit the hydrogen attached to the nitrogen of one
pyrrole ring to occupy the same space that is occupied
by the metal center or the BF 3 that is attached to the
other nitrogen atom.

A3b. Review of the Appearance of the Sharply
Structured Bandshapes of the Derivatives of HMDPM and
the Type 4 Conplex of HMDPM

A sharply structured band replaces the broad
structureless band of HMDPM when a Type 4 complex is
formed. Other HMDPM derivatives, HHL+ and HLBF 3 , have a
similar sharply structured absorption band.

In all of

these compounds the stablizing hydrogen bond of HMDPM
has been broken. The charge of the molecule does not
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appear to influence the characteristics of the sharply
structured band. The absorption bands of the negative
ion of HMDPM, the protonated or positive ion of HMDPM,
the neutral HLBF 3 , and the neutral Type 4 complex have
similar sharply structured bands.

A3c. Speculation about the Sharply Structured Bands
of the Derivatives of HMDPM and the Type 4 Conplex of
HMDPM

The position of the sharply structured absorption
band of the derivatives and complexes of HMDPM may be
related to the extent that a pyrrole ring of the
derivative rotates out of a plane that formerly
contained both pyrrole rings of neutral HMDPM.

Falk23

made PPP-SCF-LCAO-MO-CI calculations and on that basis
predicted that when one pyrrole ring of the protonated
dipyrromethene is rotated out of plane the position of
the band of the protonated dipyrromethenes would shift
to the red and the absorbance would decrease.

The red

shift and decrease in absorbance that were predicted by
Falk et

a l . 2 3

may have been observed. The red shift

related to the extent of a rotation of a pyrrole ring
out of the plane that formerly contained both pyrrole
rings of HMDPM may be related to the red shift of the
band positions of HLBF 3 and the Type 4 complex relative
to that of HHL+ . The positions of the bands of HLBF 3
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and the Type 4 complexes are expected to be further to
the red than that of HHL+ on the basis of F a l k ’s
p r e d i c t i o n s .

23 Falk indicates that when the steric

repulsion of groups attached to the nitrogens of
dipyrromethene increases,

the pyrrole ring will rotate

further out of plane and a red shift of the band
position will occur.

F a l k 2 3

compares the band positions

of protonated dipyrromethene with that of N , N ’dimethyldipyrromethene.

The N , N ’-

dimethyldipyrromethene’s band position at 510nm is
further to the red than the band position of protonated
dipyrromethene which is at 473nm possibly because of
the greater steric repulsion between the two methyl
groups. The size of the metal center and of the BF 3
Lewis acid relative to the size of the protonating
hydrogen of the protonated HMDPM may result in more
steric repulsion and a red shift of the band position
relative to that of HHL+ .
Another red shift and absorbance decrease may have
been observed if the forms that absorb at 489nm and
505nm which are suggested to be negative ions of HMDPM
are conformers.

The form that absorbs at 605nm has a

molar absorptivity two-thirds as large as that of the
form that absorbs at 489nm. Both a red shift and a
decrease in absorbance may have been observed,

if the

two negative forms are conformers and if the form that
absorbs at 505nm has a greater angle between the
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pyrrole rings than that between the rings of the form
that absorbs at 489nm.

Negative Ion Type Coaplexes o£ HHDPH

A3d. Type 1 Coaplexes

Many complexes of HMDPM have two negative ions of
HMDPM around a dipositive metal ion center.

These

complexes can be made by adding a metal acetate to a
hot HMDPM/DMSO solution.

The bandpositions and

bandshapes of the Co(HMDPM)2 , Zn(HMDPM)2 , and
Fe(HMDPM )2 complexes are similar to those of the form
that absorbs at 505nm; see Figure 34. The form that
absorbs at 505nm is thought to be a negative ion of
HMDPM that has a larger angle between the pyrrole rings
than that between the rings of the negative ion that
absorbs at 487nm.

The sharply structured bandshape of

the spectra of the complexes and that of the form that
absorbs at 505nm is typical of the spectra of the HMDPM
molecules in which the stabilizing hydrogen bond of
HMDPM has been broken.
A high energy shoulder at 485nm occurs on the
absorption band of the Type 1 complexes; such shoulders
on the bands in the spectra of the negative ions of
HMDPM are less pronounced than that in the spectra of
Fe(HMDPM )2 and other metal complexes; see Figures 6 , 17
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FIGURE 34.

Room temperature absorption spectra of:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Zn(HMDPM >2 in toluene
Fe(HMDPM >2 in toluene
Co(HMDPM)2 in toluene
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and 34, and Table 6 . Falk23 predicted on the basis of
PPP-LCAO-SCF-MO-CI calculations that only two
transitions, a high oscillator strength maximum n*-n
transition at 490nm and a higher energy moderate
oscillator strength n*-n transition at 465nm separated
by 25nm, should be observed in the spectrum of the
negative ion of HMDPM. The bandshape of the negative
ion of HMDPM may be that of only two transitions.

The

intensity changes of the band at 485nm in the spectra
of the Type 1 complexes suggest that either an impurity
is present or that a charge transfer band may have
developed upon complexation of the negative ion of
HMDPM with a metal center. The 485nm shoulder of the
Type 1 complexes will be discussed in greater detail in
the section on the Type 1 complexes.
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A3e. Speculation about the Geometry of the Negative
Ion around the Hetal Center of the Type 1 Complexes of
HHDPH

The position and bandshape of the Type 1 complexes
suggest that the negative ions around the metal center
have one pyrrole ring rotated out of the plane that
formerly contained both pyrrole rings; this speculation
is based on the predictions of Falk et al.23 that a red
shift and a decrease in absorbance should occur when
one pyrrole ring is rotated relative to the plane of
the other ring of the dipyrromethene. The molar
absorptivities of the Type 1 complexes are less than
1.80 X 105 M- lcm~l; see Table 6 . Obtaining an exact
value of the molar absorptivity is difficult because a
decomposition of the complexes occurs.

The

decomposition will be dicussed in greater detail in the
section on the Type 1 complexes.

The Zn(HMDPM> 2 . the

Fe(HMDPM) 3 , and the Co(HMDPM )2 complexes have molar
absorptivities of 1.54 X 10 5 M~lcm_ 1 , 1.50 X 10sM- 1 cm- l ,
and 1.76 X 105M_ lcm~l, respectively. There are two
negative L~ ions in each molecule of the complexes;

if

two negative ions of the type that absorbs at
489nm(e=0.90 X 105M-lcm- l ) are around the metal center
in DMSO a molar absorptivity of 1.80 X lO^M-lcm- ! (2 X
0.80 X 105M- lcm~l) would be expected if the metal
center had no intrinsic effect on the absorptivity.

The

decrease in molar absorptivities suggests that the
angle between the pyrrole ring in each negative ion
around the metal centers is greater than the angle
between the rings of the free ion that absorbs at
487nm. A red shift and decrease in absorbance of the
forms suggested to be negative ions of HMDPM were
discussed earlier and were related to the predictions
of F a l k . 23 A red shift of HLBF 3 and the Type 4
complexes band positions relative to that of the
protonated ligand was discussed and compared with
F a l k ’s prediction23 of a red shift of the absorption
bandposition when a pyrrole ring rotates out of the
plane that formerly contained both pyrrole rings of
HMDPM.
This speculation is consistent with the crystal
structure of CutHMDPM>2 which indicates that one
pyrrole ring of the negative ion around the copper
metal center is rotated approximately nine degrees
relative to the plane of the other pyrrole ring.

A3 f . Comparison of -the IB Spectra of the Type 1
Complexes with that of Ma+L~

The IR spectra of the Type 1 metal complexes of
HMDPM were expected to be similar to the IR spectrum of
the sodium salt of the negative ion of HMDPM. When the
spectra were compared, many similarities were found;
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see Figure 35 and Table 7. The v>c_h* ^CsNi

^C-N* anc* c

(out of plane) methene bands of the Type 1 complexes of
HMDPM were observed in the same regions of the spectrum
as those of the bands of Na+L- . Some differences were
observed. The metal complexes have two bands at 1589cm1 and at 1585cm-l in the region of the possible i>c=N
band of Na+L- and only one band at 1220cm- l in the
region of the band of the possible v>c -N stretch of
Na+L- . The possible

(out of plane) methene band was

observed at lower energies ('v8 6 8 cm- l) relative to the
possible methene band of Na+L- at 845cm- l. The many
similarites and the very minor differences indicate
that the HMDPM in the Type 1 complexes exists in the Lform. Some additional characteristics of the infrared
spectra of the Type 2 complexes were found.

A3g. The Type 2 Complex

An absorption band at 545nm characteristic of a
negative ion type complex was observed in the spectrum
f
of the Cu(HMDPM )2 complex in the solid state, but a
higher energy band appears in the spectrum of
Cu(HMDPM )2 complex in solution; see Figure 36. The
absorption bands of C u ( H M D P M i n solution were
observed at 515nm and 465nm. The higher energy band
will be discussed in greater detail in the section on
Cu(HMDPM) 2 *
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FIGURE 35.

IR spectra
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Table of some important IR
absorption bandpositions of L“ ,
and of the Type 1 complexes

F IGUBE 36.

Absorption spectra

(a)

Cu(HMDPM >2 crystals

(b)

Cu(HMDPM)g in toluene
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The appearance of the higher energy band in the
spectrum of C u ( H M D P M ) g in solution suggests that
another transition may be allowed or that C u ( H M D P M > 2
attains another geometry in solution.

If the solid

state IR spectrum of C u ( H M D P M )2 is compared with that
of Na+L, the

v>c-H>

bands are observed;

^C =N ’ ^C-N* a n 6 the a (out of plane)
see Figure 37. Unlike the Type 1

complexes that have only one band at 1 2 2 0 cm~l is the
region of the possible »>c-N band of Na+L_ , the IR
spectrum of C u ( H M D P M )2 has two bands at 1232cm- l and
1220cm~i;

the IR spectrum of Na+L also has bands at

1260cm~l and 1232c- l, but the two bands in the spectrum
of the copper complex are much more closely spaced
('vl2cm~l) than are those of Na+L ;see Figure 37 and 38.

A3h. Speculation about the Cu(HHDPII) 2 Solid State
IB Spectrun.

T he r e s u l t s of th e c r ys ta l
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FIGURE 37.

IR spectra

(a) of Cu(HMDPM )2 in KBr
<b ) of Na+L“ in KBr
The possible (a) v>o - h » <b> ^C-H’
<c) v>c = N , (d) v>c_N , (e) <r>= <
infrared absorption bands are labeled.
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IR spectra
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equivalent distances from the electronegative centers.
According to Guy et a 1.27 the two hydrogen to nitrogen
distances in HMDPM molecules are not equal. Both the
Cu(HMDPM )2 complex and HMDPM spectra have two bands in
the region of the possible i>c-N band. The Na+L~ also
has two bands in the region of the possible i>c-H band.
When the ligand is protonated only one band is
observed.

The protonated form may have equivalent

interactions of both protons with the nitrogens and
thus only one C-N band is observed; the Cu(HMDPM)g
complex and HMDPM may have unequal interactions of the
nitrogen atoms with either the metal center or the
hydrogen atom and consequently two C-N bands are
\

observed.

The spacing between the two bands in the

Cu(HMDPM >2 solid state spectrum is very small compared
(/vl2cm“ l) with that of those observed for HMDPM and
Na+L~ ('v28cm“ l ). The speculation is that the negative
ions around the metal center of the Type 1 complexes
may be oriented in such a way that both pyrrole rings
are symmetrically bound to the metal center and
consequently only one C-N band is observed.

It is known

that the negative ions in the Cu(HMDPM >2 complex are
not perfectly symmetrically oriented around the metal
center; one metal nitrogen bond is shorter than the
other metal-nitrogen bond of the same negative ion;
consequently two C-N IR bands can be observed.
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A3i. The C u C H M D P M S o l u t i o n IS Spectrum

The IR spectrum of Cu(HMDPM>2 in CCI4 has three
bands in the region of the possible i>c-N band; see
Figure 39. One band at 1230cm~l of Cu(HMDPM>2 crystals
is at 1232cm“l when the Cu(HMDPM>2 complex is placed in
solution.

A second band is at 1220cm~i.

A third band

appears at 1260cm- l when crystals of the Cu(HMDPM>2
complex are disolved in solution.

The 12G0cm~l and

1232cm"l solution IR bands are similar in band position
and intensity to those observed for HMDPM and Na+L. The
1220cm“ i band is similar in position and intensity with
those of the Type 1 complexes.

These results indicate

that a change in the Cu(HMDPM)2 structure occurs when
the Cu(HMDPM )2 crystals are dissolved in solution.

A

speculation about the possibility that two forms of the
Cu(HMDPM >2 complex exist in solution was made
previously;

there is a broad absorption band in the

spectrum of Cu(HMDPM)2 in the solid state; there are
two bands in the spectrum of the Cu(HMDPM)2 complex in
solution; the appearance of a second distinct band in
the spectrum of the Cu(HMDPM>2 complex may be due to
some complex attaining a different geometry in
solution;

the infrared spectral results support this

conclusion.

The similarity of the Cu(HMDPM)2 complex’s

solid state IR spectrum to those of the Type 1
complexes suggests that the Cu(HMDPM>2 complex in the
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FIGURE 39.

IR spectra
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(d)
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Z n (HMDPM )2 in KBr

The possible Cl) v>q _ jj, (2) v>q _ ,
(3)
=n i (4)
(5) o->= <
infrared absorption bands are labeled.
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solid state is similar in structure to those of the
Type 1 complexes.
solution,

When Cu(HMDPM)g is placed in

IR bands similar in band position and

intensity to those of the Type 1 complexes, along with
bands similar in position and intensity with those of
HMDPM and Na+L“ are observed. This result suggests that
two forms of the Cu(HMDPM >2 complex exist in solution.
The possibility that two forms of Cu(HMDPM >2 exist will
be discussed in the Cu(HMDPM )2 section.
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A3j. The Type 3 Coaplex

Observations of the spectrum of the Ni(HMDPM>2
complex does not obviously reveal any band
characteristic of the negative ion, any band
characteristic of a negative ion type complex, or any
band related to HMDPM; see Figure 40. The absorption
spectrum of the Ni(HMDPM>2 complex will be discussed in
greater detail in the section of Ni(HMDPM>2 -

A3k. Coaparison of the MiCHMDPH > 2 IR Spectrua with
that of the Type 1 Coaplex Co(HHDPH > 2

The solid state IR spectrum of the Ni(HMDPM>2
complex is similar to that observed for the Type 1
complexes;

see Figure 41. If the Ni(HMDPM)2 complex IR

spectrum is compared with that of the Type 1 complex,
Co(HMDPM>2 i only two significant differences other than
the relative intensity change between the 1599cm~l and
the 1585cm~l bands are observed. Variations in
intensities of the bands in the spectra of all of the
complexes of HMDPM are observed. Murikami et al.13
attribute the observed intensity changes in the bands
to changes in the skeletal stretching mode of the
pyrrole rings that are affected by the metal center.
The first difference in the IR spectrum of
Ni(HMDPM)2 when it is compared with the Co(HMDPM>2

FIGURE 40.

Room temperature absorption spectrum
of the Type G N M H M D P l D g complex
in toluene
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FIGURE 41-

IR spectra
(a)

of Co(HMDPM )2 in KBr

(b)

of Ni (HMDPM )2 in KBr

The possible (1) v>o-H*
^C-H’
(3) v>c =N , (4) v>c_N , (5) a>_<
infrared absorption bands are labeled.
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spectrum is the v>c-N band is at 1220cm- !; the band in
the same region in the Co(HMDPM>2 spectrum is at
1224cm-!. The second difference is the appearance of a
sharp v>>= <

band at 3020cm- !} no band in that region is

observed in the Co(HMDPM>2 solid state IR spectrum,

but

the band is observed at the same energy in the
Fe(HMDPM)2 spectrum.

No other significant difference in

the solid state IR spectrum of Ni(HMDPM>2 is observed.
These results suggest that the Ni(HMDPM>2 complex has
only negative ions of HMDPM around the metal center.

A4. Synopsis of the Results of the Characterizations of
HHDPH

HMDPM is a planar aromatic molecule that has a
broad structureless absorption that has a maximum at
445nm.

Upon breaking the hydrogen bond by addition of

HC1, NaOMe, or BF 3 , or by complexation with a metal
center, the broad structureless absorption of HMDPM is
replaced by a sharply structured absorption in the
region of 480nm to 490nm. A rotation of one pyrrole
ring out of the plane that formerly contained both
pyrrole rings of the neutral

ligand is speculated to be

the cause of the differences in the band positions of
the sharply structured absorption bands of the
derivatives and complexes of HMDPM. F a l k 2 3 on the basis
of PPP-SCF-LCAO-MO-CI calculations predicts that a red
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shift and a decrease in absorption intensity should
occur when the angle between the pyrrole rings of HMDPM
increases.
Falk23 on the basis of PPP-SCF-LCAO-MO-CI
calculations predicts that the absorption band of N , N ’dimethy 1 -dipyrromethene is shifted to the red relative
to the band of protonated dipyrromethene because there
is greater steric repulsion between the methyl groups
than there is between two hydrogens.

F a l k 2 3

on the

basis of the same calculations predicts that the
absorption of N , N ’-dimethyl-dipyrromethene should be
less that that of protonated dipyrromethene.

These

results suggest that the steric repulsion of the
hydrogen attached to one nitrogen of HMDPM with the
Lewis acid of HLBF 3 or metal center of the Type 4
complexes that is attached to the other nitrogen of
HMDPM is greater than that of the steric repulsion
between the two hydrogens of protonated HMDPM.
greater steric repulsion according to

F a l k 2 3

The

should

result in a greater rotation of one pyrrole ring
relative to the plane of the other pyrrole ring and
should give a greater red shift of the absorption. The
absorption of HLBF 3 and the absorption of the Type 4
complexes are red shifted relative to that of HHL+ .
The formation of the negative ion of HMDPM may be
dependent upon the polarity of the solvent and the
strength of the base used to remove the acidic proton
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of HMDPM.

If a strong base, NaH or NaOMe,

is added to a

solution of HMDPM in DMSO, the broad structureless band
at 445nm is replaced by a sharply structured band at
489nm.

If a weak base, Na(acetate),

is added to an

HMDPM/DMSO solution, a sharply structured band at 505nm
is observed.

Addition of metal acetate to either the

form that absorbs at 489nm

or the form that absorbs at

505nm results in formation

of the negative ion

complexes of HMDPM; these results
forms are negative ions of
believed to be conformers.

suggest that thetwo

HMDPM. The forms are
The conformers may differ by

the extent of rotation of one pyrrole ring relative to
the plane of the other pyrrole ring of HMDPM. The form
that absorbs at 505nm may be the form that has a
pyrrole ring rotated the greatest extent out of the
original plane of HMDPM; calculations indicate that
greater rotation produces longer wavelength absorption
and lower molar absorptivity, and the form that absorbs
at 505nm has a lower molar absorptivity than that which
absorbs at 489nm.
When a metal salt is added to a hot HMDPM/DMSO
solution,

a Type 1 metal complex is formed.

If an

HMDPM/DMSO solution is heated, the form that absorbs at
505nm is known to appear. The metal salt must react
with the form that absorbs at 505nm. All of the spectra
of the Type 1 metallohexamethyldipyrromethene complexes
are slightly red shifted from the position of the
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spectrum of the form that absorbs at 505nm and all have
the same bandshape as that of the form that absorbs at
505nm. The Type 1 complexes are known to be negative
ion complexes of HMDPM. Since the negative ion
complexes are formed from the species that produces the
505nm band, that species can be inferred to be a
negative ion of HMDPM.
After complexation of the negative ion of HMDPM
with a copper or nickel metal center multiple
absorption bands are observed.
2

The spectrum of the Type

complex, Cu(HMDPM )2 in the solid state, has an

absorption contour typical of that observed in the
spectra of other negative ion complexes, but when
Cu(HMDPM >2 is placed in solution two bands are
observed; one at 465nm and the other at 515nm. The
appearance of the two bands from a Cu(HMDPM )2 solution
suggests either that two forms of the Cu(HMDPM >2
complex exist in solution or that another transition
becomes allowed in solution.

The band position and band

shape of the 515nm band of Cu(HMDPMC>2 is similar to
those of the Type 1 complexes.

The Type 3 complex,

Ni(HMDPM>2 » has three major absorption bands. The cause
of the multiple bands of Cu(HMDPM>2 and Ni(HMDPM>2 will
be discussed in their respective sections.
The IR spectra of HMDPM,

its derivatives and its

metal complexes are very similar. Significant
differences in the v>c=N anc* the v>c-N bands occur. The
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IR spectra of HMDPM and Na+L" are similar except that
some bands in the Na+L“ occur at slightly higher
energies. The relative intensities and the band
positions of the bands of Na+L“ and HMDPM in the region
of bands commonly assigned to the i>c=N and the i>C-N
bands are the same. The IR spectrum of HHL+ is only
slightly different than those of HMDPM and Na+L“ . The
two bands of HMDPM that could be assigned to a *>c-N
band are replaced in the IR spectrum of HHL+ by one
band at 1232cm“ l.
The Type 1 complexes’ and the Type 3 complex’s IR
spectra differ in the relative intensities of the bands
at 1599cm~l and 1585cm“ l. In the IR spectra of the Type
1 complexes the 1599cm~l band and the 1585cm-I band
have relatively the same heights.

In the Type 3

complex’s IR spectrum the 1585cm- l band is only half
the height of the 1599cm~l band. Both the Type 1 and
Type 3 complexes have only one band in the region
commonly assigned to a x>c-N band. The methene v>>= <
band is more intense in the IR spectrum of Ni(HMDPM> 2 *
Only a slight decrease of the intensity of the 1585cm~l
band relative to that of the 1599cm~l band occurs when
the Type 1 and Type 3 complexes are placed in solution.
The Cu(HMDPM>2 IR spectrum changes when Cu(HMDPM>2
is placed in solution.

Cu(HMDPM>2 in the solid state

has an IR spectrum that is different than those of the
Type 1 complexes only by two equal intensity bands

appearing at 1230cm~l and 1232cm- l instead of one band
appearing at 1232cm_ i. When Cu(HMDPM >2 is placed in
solution three bands appear.

One band is still at

1232cm~l but has decreased in intensity. The other two
bands appear at 1260cm“ l and 1220cm- l. The two new
bands are at the same positions observed earlier for
the \>c-N bands of HMDPM and Na+L. Apparently,

in the

solid state Cu(HMDPM >2 has a structure similar to that
of the Type 1 complexes.

When Cu(HMDPM >2 is placed in

solution two forms may exist; one form may have the
Type 1 complex structure and the other form may have a
structure similar to that of HMDPM.
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B. Zn< HMDPM )P . Fef HHDPH)g>. Co* HMDPM Ip

The three Type 1 complexes are the Co(HMDPM>2 *
Fe(HMDPM) 2 i and Zn(HMDPM >2 complexes.

They form green

needles that dissolve only slightly in polar and
nonpolar solvents,

and when dissolved in toluene they

have a molar absorptivity in the visible n * - n band on
the order of 1.80 X 105M~l-cm~l-. Determination of exact
values of the molar absorptivities of the complexes is
not possible because the complexes in solution
decompose rapidly.
Some of the characteristics of the complexes were
discussed previously in the section on
hexamethy1dipyrromethene. On the basis of a prediction
by Falk23 and on the basis of the possiblility that
there are two conformers of the negative ion of HMDPM
that appear to follow the predictions of Falk,23 it was
speculated that the band positions of the spectra of
the Type 1 complexes are related to the extent of
rotation of one pyrrole ring of the negative ions
around the metal center relative to the plane of the
other pyrrole ring of the hexamethyldipyrromethene ion.
Falk23 predicted on the basis of PPP-LCAO-SCF-MO-CI
that when one pyrrole ring of the protonated
dipyrromethene is rotated out of the plane of the other
pyrrole ring, the absorption band of the protonated
dipyrromethene would shift to lower energies and would

M
few
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decrease in absorbance.
Two bands that may be the bands of two conformers
of the negative ion of HMDPM appear to follow F a l k ’s^®
prediction.

One band at 489nm is that of the HMDPM/DMSO

solution that contains a strong base.

Its molar

absorptivity is ^0.90 X 10®M- lcm~l. Another band at
505nm is that of an HMDPM/DMSO solution that contains a
weak base; the molar absorptivity of the 505nm band is
«

0.65 X 103M- lcm“ l. If a metal acetate is added to
either solution,

the negative ion type complex is made;

this result suggests that both bands are bands of
different negative ions of HMDPM. The 505nm band, on
the basis of

F a l k ’s 2 3

predictions, may be that of the

conformer that has one pyrrole ring rotated the
greatest extent out of the plane of the other pyrrole
ring of HMDPM and has the lower energy band position
and the smaller absorbance relative to those of the
possible conformer that absorbs at 489nm.

If the band

position of the negative ion red shifts as a pyrrole
ring of HMDPM is rotated out of the plane of the other
pyrrole rings of HMDPM, the band position of the Type 1
complexes may be related to the particular extent of
rotation of each of the negative ions around the metal
center.
F a l k 2 3

0n the basis of PPP-LCAO-SCF-MO-CI

calculations and Lewis®® on the basis of CNDO/S
caculations indicate that the negative ion and the

protonated ligand should have only two high oscillator
strength rr*-n absorption bands. Falk also predicted on
the basis of the same calculations that the complexes
of dipyrromethenes should have only two high oscillator
strength n * - n bands.

The Type 1 complexes have three

bands. The third absorption band will be suggested to
be that of another type of complex that may be related
to the decomposition of the Type 1 complexes.
The room temperature absorption,
temperature absorption,

the low

the low temperature emission,

the 12-crown-4 addition effects, and the solvent
effects of the Type 1 complexes will first be discussed
because the results of the experiments indicate that
the changes that occur in the absorbance of a 485nm
band relative to the absorbance of the maximum band
indicate that the 485nm band is the third band of the
Type 1 complex that was not predicted by Falk23 or
L e w i s .

The decomposition of the Type 1 complexes will

then be discussed,

and the origin of the 485nm band

will be discussed.

Bla. Absorption of the Type 1 Complexes

The n * - n absorption maxima of the three complexes
occur at wavelengths greater than 505nm; see Figure 8 ,
9, and 42, and Table 2. The spectrum of the Co complex
has a high energy shoulder at 485nm that is less

FIGURE 42.

Room temperature absorption spectra
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intense than those of the spectra of the other Type 1
complexes.

The Fe and Zn complexes have shoulders that

have relatively large absorbances at 485nm. The ratios
of the absorbance of the 485nm shoulder to that of the
maximum band of Zn(HMDPM)2 , Fe(HMDPM)2 , and Co(HMDPM )2
are 0.44, 0.50, and 0.25 respectively;

the higher value

indicates a larger amount of absorbance in the 485nm
band. The high energy shoulders of the spectra in the
Fe(HMDPM)2 , the Zn(HMDPM )2 and the Co(HMDPM )2 complexes
occur at the same wavelength as that of the maximum of
the spectrum of the Type 4 complexes.
complexes in which two neutral

The Type 4

ligands and two Cl-

counter ions are attached to the metal center, were
mentioned previously in relation to the sharply
structured absorption of the neutral HMDPM in the
section on hexamethyldipyrromethene.
The Zn complex and the Fe complex at low
temperature have absorptions different from those of
the complexes at room temperature.

The bands of the

absorption spectrum of the Zn complex have sharpened in
a manner typical of low temperature absorption spectra;
see Figure 43. The shoulders of the room temperature
absorption spectrum of Zn(HMDPM )2 have become distinct
absorption bands at 506nm, 485nm, and 472nm in the low
temperature spectrum are recorded. The glassy solvent
was 3-methylpentane.

The spectrum of the Co complex at

low temperature has three bands but these bands are
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FIGURE 40.

Absorption spectra
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Na+L“ in DMSO
Co(HMDPM )2 in 3MP at 77K
2n(HMDPM)g in 3MP at 77K
Fe(HMDPM )2 in 3MP at 77K
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only slightly more distinct than those of the spectrum
of the complex at room temperature; see Figure 43. The
spectrum of the Fe complex has four absorption bands at
509nm, 486nm, 472nm (not obvious in Figure 43d), and
445nm; see Figure 43. Three of the bands have
relatively the same positions as those of the bands of
the Zn complex, but the fourth b a n d ’s maximum occurs at
445nm. The appearance of the very broad 445nm
absorption band in the low temperature spectrum of the
Fe(HMDPM >2 complex suggests either that an impurity may
be present or that the complex may be decomposing in
solution.

Bib. Emission from the Type 1 Complexes

The intense emission from the Zn complex is similar
to that of Na+L- but occurs further to the red at
512nm; see Figure 44 and Table 2. There is a 4nm shi.ft
of the emission maximum relative to the absorption
maximum. The emission bandwidth is about lOnm. No
phosphorescence is observed.

The emission bands of the

Co and Fe complexes at 512nm in position and intensity
are similar to those of the Zn complex.

The small

shift, absorption maximum relative to the emission
maximum,

is a good indication that the equilibrium

geometries of the ground and the excited states, are
similar.
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FIGURE 44.

77K emission spectra
(a) Na+L~ in 3MP
(b) Z n (HMDPM)g in 3MP
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Blc, Solvent Effects of the Spectra of the Type 1
Complexes

The absorption bands in the spectra of the Zn, Co,
and Fe complexes blue shift as the solvent polarity
increases.

For example, Figure 45 shows the effect of

solvents on the spectra of Fe(HMDPM> 2 * When the solvent
polarity is increased the absorbance of the 485nm band
in the spectrum of the Zn complex also increases
relative to that of the band that initially has the
maximal absorbance;
complex in butanol
A neutral

see Table 8 . The spectrum of the Zn
is not that of the neutral

ligand.

ligand 445nm band is found in the

spectrum of the Fe complex in various solvents. With
increasing solvent polarity the absorbance of the 485nm
band increases relative to that of the absorbance of
the maximum absorption band. When the Fe(HMDPM >2
complex is dissolved in butanol, the neutral
445nm band appears;

ligand

see Figure 45 and Table 9. The

appearance of the 445nm band when Fe(HMDPM >2 is
dissolved in butanol suggests that the Fe(HMDPM >2
complex decomposes.

The increase of the 485nm band in

absorbance relative to the absorbance of the 509nm band
suggests either that the 485nm band is a transition
that becomes more allowed as the solvent polarity
increases or that the band is that of another form of

FIGURE 45.

Spectra of a study of the effects
of solvent polarity on the absorption
of Fe(HMDPM>25 the solvents used are
toluene, dichloromethane, butanol,
and acetonitrile.
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Concentration
Path length
Absorbance Error

= 5.10 X 10“6 m
= 1.0+0.001cm
= + 0.02

CURVE SOLVENT

A485

Amax
a.
b.
c.

TOLUENE
DICHLOROMETHANE
ACETONITRILE

0.44
0.44
0.47

TABLE 8. Relative absorption band heights
of Zn(HMDPM>2 in various solvents
of increasing polarity
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Concentration
Path length
Absorbance Error

= 5.10 X 10~6 m
= 1.0+0.001cm
= +0.01

CURVE SOLVENT
a.
b.
c.

TOLUENE
DICHLOROMETHANE
ACETONITRILE

A485

a 445
Ainax_________Amax

0.50
0.57
0.55

0.13
0.12
0.20

TABLE 9. Relative absorption band heights
of Fe(HMDPM)2 in various solvents
of increasing polarity
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Fe(HMDPM> 2 . Because of the relative increase in the
485nm band, the increase in intensity of the 485nm
absorption band may be related to the decomposition of
the Fe(HMDPM)2 complex.
No change in absorbance of the 485nm band of the
C o ( H MDPM>2 complex is observed when the solvent

polarity is increased.
The observed increase in the intensity of the 485nm
band in the spectrum of the Type 1 complexes when the
polarity of the solvents is increased suggests either
that a transition is more allowed because of the
solvent polarity or that another type of complex may
exist in solution.

Bid. 12—Crown—4 Ether Additions

Though the crown ether additions were first used to
form the negative ion by extracting the metal center
from the metal complexes of HMDPM, the additions can
also give an indication of whether two or more forms
are present. The method of 12C4 additions was described
in the experimental section.
species are present,

If more than two absorbing

an isosbestic point will not

appear except in highly improbable cases because the
absorption bands of the other species will interfere.
No isosbestic point was recorded during the
investigation of the solutions that contain different
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12C4 concentrations but identical concentrations of the
Fe and Zn complexes; see Figure 46. Since no isosbestic
point was observed during the formation of L“ by the
addition of 12C4 to the Fe(HMDPM >2 or the Zn(HMDPM )2
complexes, a second form of the complexes probably
exists and may absorb in the region of 485nm. An
isosbestic point is observed when equal concentrations
of the Co complex are reacted with varying
concentrations of 12C4.

Ble, Review of the Absorption, Enission, Solvent
Effects, and 12C4 Addition Effects Experiments

The absorption spectra of the Type 1 complexes have
a maximum n * ~ n absorption band and two high energy
shoulders.

One shoulder is at 472nm and the other

shoulder is at 485nm. The shoulder at 485nm increases
in absorbance when the solvent polarity is increased.
The increase suggests either that the absorption band
is another transition that is more allowed when the
solvent polarity is increased or that the band is that
of another form in solution.

The lack of an isosbestic

point and the smaller decrease in absorbance in the
485nm band relative to that of the 508nm band in the
spectrum of Zn(HMDPM >2 complex when 12C4 is added
support the speculation that another form exists in
solution with the Type 1 complex.

The appearance of a
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FIGURE 46-

Effect of various concentrations of 12C4
on the absorption spectrum of 2 . 87 X 10 ~ 6 m
Zn(HMDPM )2 in toluene
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4 45 nm band

in t he s p e c t r a of F e ) H M D P M ) 2 d u r i n g the

s o l v e n t e f f e c t s t u d y s u g g e s t s t ha t in s o l u t i o n the
c o m p l e x e s e a s i l y decompose.

B2. Decomposition of the Type 1 Complexes

The decomposition of the Type 1 complexes will be
discussed.

It will be suggested that the 445nm band and

the 485nm band represent species that are related in
the decomposition of Type 1 complexes.

The 485nm band

may be that of a species that is similar to the species
that normally is synthesized when the metal salt that
is used in the synthesis of a complex contains a
negative ion that is the product of a strong acid and
does not easily leave the metal center during the
synthesis.

The species that produces the 485nm band may

form during the decomposition of the Type 1 complexes
because the complexes may be reacting with water.

After

the reaction with water a further decomposition to
produce the neutral ligand may occur.

B2a. The Gradual Decomposition of the Complexes

If a solution of the iron complex is allowed to
stand in the light or the dark for approximately four
days, the spectrum of the Fe(HMDPM> 2 /toluene solution
has only a broad structureless neutral

ligand
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absorption band at 445nm; see Figure 47. The molar
absorptivity of the broad structureless band at 445nm
is 3.50 X lO^M-lcm- ! and it has the order of magnitude
of that of the neutral ligand. Since the reaction takes
place in the light or the dark,
photochemical reaction.

it is not a

No isosbestic point is observed

when the absorption spectra of the Fe(HMDPM)g complex
is recorded during the decomposition.

The molar

absorptivity and the bandshape of the form that has a
maximum absorbance at 445nm indicate that the final
decomposition product of Fe(HMDPM>2 may be the neutral
ligand. Because no isosbestic point is observed, the
form that absorbs at 445nm and the Fe(HMDPM>2 complex
may not be directly related.

A decomposition step may

exist between the protonation of the negative ion
attached to the Fe+2 metal center and appearance of a
neutral

ligand in solution.

Co(HMDPM)2 and Z n ( H M D P M > 2 a l s o d ec om po se .
Zn(HMDPM>2 complex

The

d e c o m p o s e s in s e v e n d a y s and the

Co(HMDPM)2 c o m p l e x d e c o m p o s e s in f o u r t e e n days.

B2b. Speculation about the Decomposition of
FeCHHDPH > 2

If protonation of the negative ions attached to the
dipositive metal center ion occurs, a proton source
that provides a counter ion for the metal center must

FIGURE 47.

Fe(HMDPM)g in toluene absorption
spectrum after:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

0 hours
72 hours
98 hours
120 hours
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exist in solution.

The solutions were tested for the

presence of acid by adding HMDPM to the solution and
searching for the appearance of a protonated ligand
absorption band in the spectrum of the solution; no
protonated HMDPM absorption band was observed.

Franco^®

has studied the protonation of neutral HMDPM
extensively and observed that if acid is present in
solution the HMDPM will protonate and the protonated
ligand absorption band will appear.
Since no isosbestic point between the absorption
band of the form that absorbs at 445nm and absorption
band of the complex is observed,

it is highly probable

that a third form may be produced during the
decomposition.

The form that absorbs at 485nm may be

similar to that of a complex that has two neutral
ligands attached to a metal center that has two
chloride counter ions,

i.e.

it is a Type 4 complex.

the negative ion protonates, the neutral

If

ligand may

still be attached to the metal center to which the
simultaneously formed hydroxide ions become attached;
the result is a Type 4 complex that gives the 485nm
absorption.

B2c. Decomposition in the Solid State

The spectrum of the crystalline neutral

ligand has

a single absorption band centered at 445nm that is
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essentially identical to the absorption band of the
neutral ligand in solution; see Figure 13. A neutral
ligand 445nm band was found in the spectrum of the
crystalline Fe complex. When the absorption of crystals
of the iron complex was recorded, a 540nm band typical
of the protonated ligand or of the negative ion complex
type was observed; see Figure 48a. When the crystals
were placed in nujol, three bands were recorded; see
Figure 48b. A 640nm band that is typical of the
crystalline negative ion metal complexes of HMDPM, a
485nm band, and the 445nm neutral ligand band were
observed.

The 540nm is that of the crystals of the Fe

complex. The 485nm band is suggestive of a second type
of complex;

the band position is that of a complex that

has two neutral

ligands attached to a metal center that

has two 0H~ counter ions, i.e. this is a Type 4 complex
that is probably dissolved in the nujol. The form that
absorbs at 485nm may be more soluble in nujol than the
Type 1 complex and consequently the 485nm band appears
to be more intense. The 445nm band is probably that of
the neutral

ligand.

B2d. Review of the Decomposition of the Type 1
Complexes

Since no isosbestic point was observed when the
12C4 experiments and the kinetic studies of the changes

FIGURE 48.

Solid state absorption spectra

(a)

Fe(HMDPM>2 crystals

(b)

Fe(HMDPM>2 crystals in nujol
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in the absorption of the Type 1 complexes were done,
another form of the complex may exist in solution. The
low temperature absorption spectra clearly show that a
485nm band does exist.

A 445nm neutral

ligand

absorption band is observed in the low temperature
spectrum of the Fe(HMDPM )2 complex.
445nm suggests that neutral

Because a band at

ligand is being released

into solution and because the band at 485nm is in the
region of the 485nm band of a Type 4 complex,

a Type 4

complex of Fe(HMDPM )2 and Zn(HMDPM >2 may be an
intermediate in the decomposition of the Type 1
complexes.

It is unlikely that the Type 4 complex

exists as an impurity in the crystals of the Type 1
complexes.

The compounds were recrystallized three

times and chromatographed through a column of silica
gel. An impurity of a complex that contains an acetate
salt of Zn+2 or the nitrate salt of Fe+2 along with two
neutral

ligands attached to the metal center,

Type 4 complex,

i.e. a

is unlikely because of the rigorous

purifications, because no carbonyl band occurs at
1700cm~l in the IR spectra of the Zn(HMDPM >2 complex,
and because the elemental analyses of the Fe(HMDPM >2
complex does not have a high percentage of nitrogen
that would be required if nitrate were present.
Recrystallization of the complexes should be an
adequate procedure to remove a Type 4 complex from a
Type 1 complex because the solubility of the Type 4
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complexes is much greater than that of the negative ion
Type 1 complexes of HMDPM.

If Type 4 complexes of

Zn(HMDPM)£ and Fe(HMDPM >2 do exist, they must form by
decomposition of the Type 1 complexes.

B3. Speculation on the Proton Source for Decomposition

In order for a neutral

ligand to appear from the

Type 1 complexes by decomposition,

a proton must be

obtained by the negative ion of the complexes.

The

proton source is not acid since the addition of HMDPM
does not result in protonation of the neutral

ligand.

B3a. Indications of the Presence of Water in the
Type 1 Complexes

The results of the elemental analyses indicate that
the Co(HMDPM >2 and Zn(HMDPM )% complexes that were
synthesized by adding the acetate salt to HMDPM in DMSO
indicate that the cyrstalline samples contained oxygen.
The elemental analyses show that for every mole of zinc
complex there was 0.72 moles of oxygen and for every
mole of cobalt in its complex there was 0.67 moles of
oxygen.

The carbon to nitrogen ratios are those

expected for a dipyrromethene complex.

The compound

that is the source of the oxygen is unknown. A volatile
substance leaves the crystalline complexes when
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thermogravimetric experiments are done.

If water is the

volatile substance, the original crystals show the IR
bands of water.

An 0-H band in the solid state and

solution state IR spectra of all of the complexes is
apparent. The IR 0-H bands at 3450cm- l and 1670cm“ l
indicate the presence of HgO in both the solid and
solution states.

If the solid sample is dried and if

the IR spectrum is then recorded, the bands at 3450cm~l
and 1670cm- l do not appear in the spectrum; see Figure
49. The IR spectra of the Type 1 complexes were
discussed in more detail in the section on
hexamethyldipyrromethene.
Water was indicated to be present in the low
temperature visible absorption spectrum of the Fe
complex because scattering at short wavelengths was
apparent.

B3b. Speculations on the Possible Reaction with
Water

Greater amounts of HgO may dissolve in the
solutions that have solvents that have higher
polarities.

The band of the 0-H stretch at 3450cm-l in

the IR spectra is understandable because there is some
water in the crystals of the Type 1 complexes if they
are not thoroughly dried. The increase in the high
energy shoulder at 485nm when the solvent polarity is

FIGURE 49-

Zn complex solid state IR spectrum

(a)

after drying

(b)

before drying
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increased is understandable if a water molecule is
split,

if a proton is attached to the negative ion, and

if a hydroxy group is attached to the metal center, a
Type 4 complex should be formed.

A neutral ligand band

may then be observed if it escapes the solvent cage
around the complex.
The Type 1 complex may be susceptible to the amount
of water present. When the Fe complex is placed in
solution, some of the negative ion complex may possibly
react with the attached water to form a metal hydroxide
to which a neutral

ligand will still be attached.

With

time the reaction of the negative ion complex possibly
continues until all of the negative ion type complex is
converted to an Fe(0H)g(HL>2 type complex. While the
negative ion type complex is being converted, the
neutral

ligand can escape from the metal hydroxide

sphere of influence.

Once the neutral

ligand has

escaped from the solvent cage about the metal
hydroxide, the HMDPM molecule can obtain the planar
hydrogen bonded form which results in the typical broad
structureless neutral ligand absorption band.

B4. Synopsis of the Section on the ZnfHMDPHlp.
FeCHHDPHlp. and CofHHDPH)s> Complexes

The Type 1 complexes all have a sharply structured
absorption band that is similar in bandshape to that of
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the negative ion of HMDPM, but absorption bandshapes of
all the Type 1 complexes have an extra shoulder at
485nm that is not apparent in the negative ion
bandshape.

A sharply structured bandshape indicates

that the hydrogen bond of the neutral HMDPM has been
broken. All the mamimal intensity absorption bands of
the Type 1 complexes appear at wavelengths longer than
505nm. The position of these absorption bands was
speculated to be related to the extent of rotation of
one pyrrole ring out of the plane that formerly
contained both pyrrole rings of HMDPM. All of the
transitions are n * - n transition according to Falk and
H o f e r , 2 2 and others.9«

12

The 485nm band in the Type 1 complexes absorption
spectrum is in the same region as the band found in the
spectrum of the Type 4 complex which is formed from a
metal ion to which poor leaving groups are attached.
The 12C4 addition experiments indicated, because there
was no an isosbestic point and because there was a
smaller relative decrease of absorbance in the 485nm
region relative to the decrease in absorbance in the
maximum band, that another absorbing species is present
in solution.

There is increase in the absorption at

485nm when the polarity of the solvent increases; see
Tables 8 and 9. The 485nm band is found in the spectra
obtained in the solid state absorption studies and in
the low temperature studies of the Type 1 complexes.
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These results suggested that the 485nm band is an
absorption band of another complex.
The low temperature spectrum and the solid state
absorption spectrum of Fe(HMDPM>2 in nujol have a
distinct 485nm band.

In addition to the 485nm band

there is also a 445nm neutral ligand band. A neutral
ligand band is observed in the spectrum of the
Fe(HMDPM>2 complex after 96 hours and in that of the
Zn(HMDPM)2 complex after one week. Since the 485nm
absorption band is in the region of the spectrum of the
485nm absorption band in the spectra of the complexes
that were formed from the salts that contained poor
leaving groups and since a neutral

ligand band is

observed at the end of the decomposition, the species
that gives the 485nm band may be the same type that was
found by Ferguson and West 1-0 and may be an impurity or
a decomposition product of the Type 1 complexes.

The

results of the elemental analyses and the IR spectra
show that no Type 4 complex was formed in the
syntheses, but both experiments indicate that water is
present.
If in solution a water molecule were to split,
release a proton to the negative ion of the complex,
and add an OH- ion to the metal center there would be
formed a Type 4 complex that would not exist in the
solid state and would not be detectable by the
elemental and infrared analyses.

If a Type 4 complex, a
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poor leaving group type complex, forms after
decomposition of the Type 1 complexes, a neutral

ligand

may escape the solvent cage around the metal hydroxide
solvent cage and regain the planar hydrogen bonded
geometry. A neutral

ligand band would then be observed

from the solution of the decomposed Type 1 complex.
Fe(HMDPM)g and Zn(HMDPM>2 in solution
mixtures of a Type 1 negative ion complex
of complex that contains neutral

may be
and the

type

ligands and ions that

do not leave the metal ion easily,

i.e. a Type 4

complex. Apparently Co(HMDPM>2 is similar

to the

Zn(HMDPM)2 complex,

and isnot

but it is more stable

easily converted into the complex that contains neutral
ligands.
If the Type 1 complex in solution decomposes to
form a Type 4 complex and if the Type 4 decomposition
product decomposes into a metal salt and a neutral
ligand of HMDPM, the different geometrical forms of
HMDPM and its derivatives account for all the spectral
features of the Type 1 complexes.

The Type 4 complex

would be responsible for the 485nm absorption. The
negative ions around the metal center would account for
the maximal absorption bands. The appearance of the
445nm would be the result of the absorption of a planar
HMDPM released into solution by the decomposition of
the Type 1 complexes.
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C. C u (HWDPH)2

Cu(HMDPM >2 was previously discussed in the section
on hexamethyldipyrromethene in order to compare the
Cu(HMDPM )2 complex’s electronic absorption band shapes
and positions and its solid and solution IR spectral
band intensities and positions with those of HMDPM,
derivatives,

and its complexes.

its

The results of these

comparisons will be repeated in this section in order
to examine the possibility that two forms of the
Cu(HMDPM )2 complex exist in solution.
The results of solvent effect, solid state
absorption,

12C4 addition, and IR absorption

experiments on the Cu(HMDPM >2 complex will be shown in
this section to suggest either that two complexes of
Cu(HMDPM >2 exist in solution or that another transition
of Cu(HMDPM >2 is favored in solution.

An examination of

the synthesis of Cu(HMDPM )2 will next be shown to
suggest that two different species can be formed. A
high temperature study of Cu(HMDPM >2 will then be shown
to suggest that a water molecule attached to the
Cu(HMDPM >2 may result in a high energy transition.

Cl. Evidence for Deciding whether a Second Transition
is Hade Possible or whether another Complex of
C u (HHDPH>2 is Formed

Cla. Solution State and Solid State Absorption
Spectra of C u (HHDPH>2

The Cu(HMDPM )2 absorption is that of a Type 2
complex.

The crystals are not the green needles

characteristic of the Type 1 complexes but are green
mossy crystals.

The complex is not very soluble in any

common solvent.

Water bands at 3500cm-l and 1670cm“l

were among those found in the solid and solution state
IR spectra of Cu(HMDPM> 2 * The elemental analysis of
Cu(HMDPM >2 indicates that there is water in the
crystals of the Cu(HMDPM )2 complex
Two distinct absorption bands that are
approximately 50nm apart are recorded; see Figure 50.
One band at 515nm has the Type 1 absorption bandshape
and a molar absorptivity of 5.53 X 104M_ lcm- l • The
I

other band at 465nm has a neutral

ligand bandshape and

a molar absorptivity of 6.40 X 104M“lcm- l ; the 465nm
band is sharper than the neutral
structureless as the neutral

ligand band but is as

ligand band; see Figure

13. All of the transitions except the d*-d transitions
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FIGUBE 50.

Absorption spectra
(a)
(b)
(c)

Cu
Cu
Cu

crystals in nujol
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for dipyrromethene complexes have been assigned to n * - n
transitions by Falk on the basis of PPP-LCAO-SCF-MO-CI
calculations. 2 2 ,
The solid state absorption spectrum of the crystals
of the copper complex has only a 545nm band on which
there are slight high energy shoulders at 500nm and
470nm; see Figure 50b.

If the complex is suspended in

nujol, similar results are obtained; although the
primary shoulder is more pronounced and seems to appear
at about 490nm; see Figure 50c. Both solid state
absorption spectra have a 540nm band that has the same
shape and position as those of the crystals of the Type
1 complexes;

see Figure 48a. When Type 1 complexes are

dissolved in a solvent, they retain a single sharply
structured bandshape that has one maximum n*-n
absorption band that is similar in bandshape to those
of the bands in their solid state absorption spectrum,
but the C u (HMDPM >2 complex in solution develops in its
spectrum a broad structureless absorption band at
465nm. Either a new transition becomes allowed or
another complex is formed when the copper complex is
dissolved.

Clb. Solvent Effects

Solvent studies show two effects.

The first effect

is a blue shift that occurs when the solvent polarity
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is increased; the blue shift is typical of HMDPM,
derivatives,

and its metal complexes.

its

The second effect

is the increase in absorbance of the 465nm band
relative to that of the 515nm band when the solvent
polarity is increased; see Figure 51 and Table 10. A
change to a geometry that favors the higher energy n*-n
transition of Cu(HMDPM >2 would explain the change in
the relative band heights.

Falk and Hofer did

calculations that suggest that as the dihedral angle
between the negative ions about a metal center is
reduced from 90° to 0° such that the complex attains a
square planar geometry, a higher energy transition
around 460nm should

a p p e a r . 22

Falk et

a l . 2 2

assumed

that the negative ions around the metal center had both
pyrrole rings of the negative ion in the same plane.
The calculations of Falk et

a l . 2 2

are based on the PPP-

LCAO-SCF-MO-CI methods which at best would lead to
qualitative conclusions.

Clc. 12—Crown-'4 Ether Additions

Crown ether additions to the Cu(HMDPM >2 complex in
DMSO result in identification of the two bands as
absorption bands of two different complexes.

As 12C4 is

added to a Cu(HMDPM> 2 /DMS0 solution, the negative ion
is formed at the expense of the 515nm band; see Figure
52. While a quanitative analysis is impossible,

it

FIGURE 51.

Spectra of a study of the effects
of solvent polarity on the absorption
of Cu(HMDPM) 2 ? the solvents used are
toluene, butanol, and acetonitrile
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TABLE 10 Relative absorption band heights
of Cu(HMDPM >2 in various solvents
of increasing polarity

FIGURE 52.

Absorption spectra of 5.78X10-®
Cu(HMDPM )2 in ACN after addition of
(a)
(b)
(c)

0
1
2

m1
m1
m1

of 0.371M 12C4 to give 10ml solution
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seems that the 515nm and the 465nm absorption bands
disappear to different extents when 12C4 is added and
the 505nm band appears.

Two forms are known to be

present because on formation of the negative ion no
isosbestic point is recorded. The 465nm absorption band
might still be the result of another electronic
transition that becomes allowed because of a structural
change in the complex.

Cld. Solid State and Solution State IR Spectra of
C u (HHDPH)2

The solid state and solution state IR spectra of
the Cu(HMDPM)g were compared previously with the IR
spectra of HMDPM and Na+L" in the section on HMDPM; see
Figure 37. A comparison of the IR band positions of
Cu(HMDPM >2 with those of the Type 1 complexes was
presented in the section on HMDPM.
If the solid state IR spectrum of Cu(HMDPM >2 is
compared with the IR spectrum of the Type 1 complexes,
all bands except for the band in the region of 1599cm“ l
and the bands in the region of 1 2 2 0 cm-l have the same
position and intensity; see Figure 53. The Cu(HMDPM >2
band in the region of 1599cm~l does not have a shoulder
in the region of 1585cm- l; the Type 1 complexes have
two bands: one band at 1599cm~l and a second band at
1585cm“ l both of which have approximately equal
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FIGURE 53.

IR spectra
(a)
(b)
<c)
(d)

of
of
of
of

Co(HMDPM )2
Fe(HMDPM )2
ZN(HMDPM )2
Cu(HMDPM )2

in
in
in
in

KBr
KBr
KBr
KBr

The possible (1)
^C-H’
(3) v>c = N , (4) V>c-N»
°">= <
infrared absorption bands are labeled.
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intensities.

The 1599cm-l and 1585cm-1 IR bands are in

the region of a band that is commonly assigned to a
v>c=N band.
The Type 1 complexes have only one IR band at
1220cm- 1 , but the Cu(HMDPM ) q has one band at 1220cm -1
and has another band at 1282cm-1 that has equal
intensity.

The bands are in the region of a band

commonly assigned to that of
3450cm- 1 , the i>c-H
and c>=<

i>C-N* The v>o-H band at

2910cm- 1 , the ;>c-H a^ 2870cm- 1 ,

(out of plane) at 865cm-1 have the same

positions and intensities in the IR spectra of Type 1
complexes and in the solid and solution IR spectra of
Cut HMDPM) 2 *
When the solution IR spectrum of the Cu(HMDPM )2
complex is recorded only a change in the region of the
1232cm-1 and 1220cm - 1 bands occurs; see Figure 53.
Instead of two bands, three bands are observed at
1260cm- 1 , 1232cm- 1 , and 1220cm - 1 The band at 1220cm -1
may be the band that was observed at 1 2 2 0 cm - 1 in the
solid state spectrum of Cu(HMDPM) 2 - The bands at
1260cm-1 an<1 ak 1232cm-l have the same relative
intensities that are observed for two bands at 1260cm-1
and 1232cm-1 in the Na+L- and HMDPM IR spectra; see
Figure 53.
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Cle. Speculations about the Solid and Solution
State of CuCHHDPH

The appearance of the three bands at 1260cm~l,
1232cm~l,

and 1220cm~l in the solution state IR

spectrum suggests that a structural change occurs when
Cu(HMDPM )2 is placed in solution. The three bands may
be bands of two different complexes. One Cu(HMDPM >2
complex may be structurally similar to that of the Type
1 complexes and may give an IR band at 1220cm~l, and
the other complex may be structurally similar to HMDPM
or Na+L“ and may produce the two IR bands at 1260cm“ l
and 1232cm~l similar to those of HMDPM or Na+L~. Two
electronic absorption bands are observed in the
spectrum of Cu(HMDPM >2 when the Cu(HMDPM >2 crystals are
dissolved in solution.

The higher energy band at 515nm

has the bandshape and position of those of a Type 1
complex.

The other band has a neutral ligand bandshape,

but appears at 465nm instead of 445nm where the maximum
of the absorption band of neutral HMDPM occurs. These
results suggest that the form that absorbs at 515nm may
be a Type 1 Cu(HMDPM >2 complex and that the form that
absorbs at 465nm may have the negative ions that are
structurally similar to planar HMDPM attached to the
metal center. HMDPM is a planar aromatic molecule;

the

negative ions around the metal center may be nearly
planar and may give an IR spectrum that has bands at
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1260cm- l and 1232cm-i similar to those of the planar
H M DP M molecule when C u t H M D P M > 2

is placed in solution.

The absorption band at 465nm may be red shifted
relative to that of the neutral

ligand at 445nm because

delocalization of an electron in a planar ligand into
the metal center may be more effective than
delocalization through a hydrogen bond; a similar
absorption red shift is observed in the spectra of some
metal acetylacetonates.42,

Clf. Review of the Absorption, Solvent Effect, 12C4
Addition, and IR Absorption Experiments

The appearance of two major absorption bands in the
spectrum of a solution of C u ( H M D P M > 2 in comparison with
the one major absorption band in the spectrum of
solutions of Type 1 complexes suggests that two kinds
of copper complexes may exist in solution. The
appearance of a 1220cm~l IR band in the spectrum of
C u t H M D P M >2 in the solid state,

and of the 1 2 2 0 cm~i,

1232cm~i, and 1260cm"i IR bands in the spectrum of
C u t H M D P M >2 in solution suggest that in the solid state

a Type 1 C u ( H M D P M ) 2 complex may exist and give the Type
1 absorption band; a Type 1 complex and another form
may exist in solution and give the Type 1 absorption
band and the 465nm absorption band. Cut H M D P M )2 after
being dissolved must change from the distorted
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tetrahedral symmetry found in the crystalline form by
means of X-ray crystal data. The structure of
C u ( H M DP M >2 is a distorted tetrahedron in which a

pyrrole ring of each ligand is rotated nine degrees out
of the plane that contains the other pyrrole ring of
the same ligand. The increase in intensity of the 465nm
absorption band relative to that of the 515nm
absorption band that was observed in the solvent
effects study suggests that either two forms exist in
solution or that there are grossly different solvent
effects on the two kinds of electronic transitions.

The

crown ether addition experiments indicate that two
different species of Cu(HMDPM >2 occur in solution
because no isosbestic point was observed. The
conclusions from the above analyses are that two
C u ( H MD P M) 2 species are in solution or that two

electronic transitions may be allowed.

C2. Examination of the Synthesis of Cu(HlIDPll)j>

The problems related to Cu(HMDPM >2 were attacked by
studying the conditions of the synthesis of Cu(HMDPM> 2 *
By studying the reaction conditions of the synthetic
procedure,
separately.

it was possible to form the two species
The general procedure to make the

Cu(HMDPM )2 complex is to add an excess of Cu(acetate >2
to a b o i 1ing(T=179C) solution of HMDPM in DMSO. The
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Cu(HMDPM >2 complex immediately began to crystallize
from solution upon addition of Cu(acetate>2 * The
reaction conditions were varied by adding different
concentrations of Cu(HMDPM >2 and by changing the
temperature of the HMDPM/DMSO solution.

C2a. Formation of the Fora that Absorbs at 515na

The form that gives the 515nm band is easy to make
by adding a metal acetate to a solution of the neutral
ligand in DMSO; see Figure 54. If five times the amount
of metal salt required to form the complex initially is
added to a solution of HL in dry DMSO, only a form that
absorbs at 515nm is made; this result indicates there
is no effect of the Cu+2 ion concentration.
Emission from the Cu(HMDPM >2 gives a band maximum
at 515nm and the spectrum is identical with that of the
emission from the Type 1 complexes; see Figure 55. If
the form that absorbs at 515nm is formed in solution
the band shape and position are identical with those of
the Type 1 complexes.

Both results indicate that the

form that absorbs at 515nm is a Type 1 complex.
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FIGURE 54.

Absorption spectra of Cu(HMDPM)g
formed by addition of Cu(acetate)g to
a HMDPM/DMSO solution that is one time
at room temperature and at another
time at a higher temperature
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FIGURE 55.

77K emission spectrum of Cu(HMDPM)
in 3MP
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C2b. F o n a t i o n of the Fora of C u (HHDP1I)2 that
Absorbs at 465na

If a solution of the metal salt and the neutral
ligand in DMSO is heated( A.189C), the form that produces
the 465nm band and that has the bandshape of the form
of Cu(HMDPM )2 that absorbs at 465nm is obtained; see
Figure 54b. The solution contained high concentrations
of both the metal salt and the neutral

ligand; the

solution was diluted and then the absorption was
recorded. A small amount of absorption at 515nm is also
obtained.

Apparently,

temperature affects the formation

of the Cu(HMDPM >2 complex.

At high temperatures (a-189C)

the species that absorbs at 465nm is formed and at
lower temperatures (^25C) the species that absorbs at
515nm is formed.

C3. Effect of Temperature on the Decomposition of
C u (HHDPH>2

A diffuse isosbestic point between the 465nm band
of copper complex and a 445nm neutral

ligand band is

revealed when a Cu(HMDPM> 2 /dodecane solution at high
temperatures is studied; see Figure 5G and Table 11.
When the complex is heated, a general observable
decrease in the intensities in all other spectral
regions except for the 445nm spectral region is
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FIGURE 56.

Absorption spectra of a Cu(HMDPM)g/dodecane
solution at:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

24.00C
104.00C
123.30C
151.80C
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Cu(HMDPM)2 in Dodecane
Concentration
= 6.76 X 10_®M
Absorbance error = +0.01
RUN # TEMP(° C ) A520 a 505
a 465
1
24.0
0.91 0.56
2
104.0
0.92 0.71
3
123.3
0.92 0.76
4
151.8
0.67 0.96

__________________ A465

A445 A&20 A505 a520
A465 A44^ A445 a 505
0.56
0.67
0.81
1.22

1.64
1.38
1.13
0.55

TABLE 11. Relative band heights of
Cu(HMDPM >2 solution

1.00
1.06
0.94
0.78

1.64
1.30
1.21
0.70

heated
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recorded.

As the bands decrease a 445nm band appears

along with a 505nm band.
the neutral

The two bands are typical of

ligand and the form of the suspected

conformer of the negative ion of HMDPM that absorbs at
505nm; as the 445nm band of the neutral ligand in DMSO
disappears the 505nm band of the suspected negative ion
appears when the HMDPM/DMSO solution is heated to *560.
Apparently,

the formation in a nonpolar solvent (in

this case dodecane) of the form that absorbs at 505nm
requires a higher temperature(~150C). Eventually all of
the 515nm and 465nm bands disappear and only the 445nm
and 505nm bands remain.

C4. Speculation about a Reaction of Water with the
Cu(HMDPM > 2 Conplez to give the Forn that Absorbs at
465nn

Water must be associated with the form that absorbs
at 465nm since formation of the neutral

ligand from the

negative ion complex requires a proton source.

No acid

was present in the solution; the addition of

HMDPM to

the solvent did not result in

HMDPM and

protonation of

did not result in the appearance of a protonated ligand
absorption band in the spectrum of the solution.
Franco^® studied the formation of the protonated ligand
extensively and observed that

protonation of

HMDPM

occurs immediately if acid is

present in a solvent and
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that a protonated ligand band appears in the spectrum
of the solution.

The elemental analysis of Cu(HMDPM >2

shows that some water is present in the Cu(HMDPM >2
crystals.

At high temperatures, the water may react

with the metal center in a manner similar to that of
the reaction found for the Type 1 complexes.

A proton

from water must be attached to the negative ion in
order for the neutral ligand to be formed in the
solution.

Complete decomposition of the Cu(HMDPM )2

complex may involve the transfer of two protons from
two water molecules, the formation

of two neutral

ligands, and the attachment of two

hydroxy groups to

the dipositive metal center.

C5. Synopsis of the Results of the Characterizations of
CuCHHDPH)s

The 12C4 additions suggested that two different
Cu(HMDPM )2 forms exist in solution
isosbestic point was observed.

because no

The solvent effects

also

suggested that the two forms of Cu(HMDPM )2 are related
because of the increase of the 465nm absorption
relative to the 515nm absorption when the solvent
polarity is increased.

It was found that in solution

the form that absorbs at 515nm or the form that absorbs
at 465nm could be made; the relative amounts of the two
forms depended on the temperature of the reaction.

The
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high temperature study indicated that water probably
reacts with the complex and loses a proton to the the
negative ligand attached to the dipositive copper metal
center.
Over a period of time, a neutral

ligand band is

obtained in the spectra of the reaction products of
Type 1 complexes at room temperature.

It could be that

Cu(HMDPM )2 does not react by dissociation of the H 2 O
molecule to yield neutral
Type 1 complexes;

ligand as rapidly as do the

the high temperature study of

Cu(HMDPM >2 showed that the neutral

ligand band does not

appear until very high temperatures are attained.

Each

one of the two negative ions around Cu(HMDPM >2 may
individually be forced into a nearly planar geometry by
H 2 O molecules ligating the fifth and sixth positions of
Cu+2 even though the original complex does not have
both ligands in the same plane.

If the negative ion

ligand is forced toward a planar geometry while it is
chelating a dipositive copper cation, a broad
structureless band such as the 465nm band may result. A
red shift to 465nm from the position of the neutral
ligand absorption band position at 445nm may occur if
each negative ion around the copper metal center
individually becomes nearly planar. The red shift may
be a result of delocalization gained from the copper
ion; a similar absorption red shift is observed in the
spectra of some metal acetylacetonates.42 n 0 emission
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is observed when the 465nm band of Cu(HMDPM)g is
irradiated; an emission from a planar negative ion that
resembles a planar hydrogen bonded neutral ligand may
not occur or may be very weak. The solution IR spectrum
of Cu(HMDPM >2 indicates that a form that has a
structure similar to that of HMDPM exists in solution.
It is speculated that the negative ions around the
metal center may have a structure similar to that of
planar HMDPM that produces the 1260cm~l and 1232cm- l IR
bands in the solution IR spectrum of Cu(HMDPM) 2 - There
is no emission when the species is excited in the 465nm
absorption band.
The 515nm absorption band is an absorption band of
a Type 1 complex. The position of the band at 515nm
indicates that the Cu(HMDPM >2 complex that absorbs at
515nm probably has the same geometry as that of the
Type 1 complexes because the position of the 515nm
absorption band is in the same spectral region as that
of the Type 1 complexes.
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D. Hi<HMPPH){>

The Ni complex of HMDPM is the Type 3 complex. The
Ni complex has three major absorption bands, a high
energy band at 400nm, a middle energy band at 460nm,
and a low energy band at 525nm. None of the three bands
has a band position that is identical to that of any
band of the previously mentioned compounds;

see Figure

57. The previously mentioned Type 1 and Type 2
complex’s band shapes and positions were speculated to
be related to the nature of the geometry of the
negative ion or neutral HMDPM ligands around the metal
center. The appearance of the three absorption bands of
Ni(HMDPM )2 do not readily suggest a relationship with
HMDPM or its derivatives, but the solid state IR
spectrum mentioned previously in the section on HMDPM
is identical with those observed for the Type 1
complexes.

Several characterization experiments were

performed to investigate the origin of the absorption
bands of Ni(HMDPM)g.
A comparison of the IR spectra with those of the
Type 1 complex, the results of a solvent effects study,
a pyridine additions study, an emission study, a 12C4
addition study, and a high temperature study will be
presented.

After the data are compared with those for

other oligimeric compounds, a speculation that the
N i (HMDPM ) q behavior is very similar to those of other
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FIGURE 57-

Room temperature absorption of a Type 3
N i (HMDPM> 2 /toluene solution
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oligimeric systems will be reached.

Dl. The Relationship between the 525ra, 460nn, and
400nn Absorption Bands of MiCHBDPH)g

Dla. Boon Tenperature Absorption

Ni(HMDPM >2 has three major absorption bands at
525nm, 460nm, and 400nm; see Figure 57. A low energy
shoulder at 560nm is also recorded.

The low energy

shoulder is attributed to charge transfer by Ferguson
and WestlO.

All spectral features of any complex of a

dipyrromethene have been assigned by Falk and H o f e r 2 2
to be those of n * - n

transitions;

the conclusion was

based on PPP-LCAO-SCF-MO-CI calculations.

A molar

absorptivity has been calculated for the three bands.
The molar absorptivities of the 525nm, 460nm, and 400nm
absorption bands are 5.07 X 104M_ lcm-l , 3.31 X lO^Mlcm“ l, and 2.08 X 104M~lcm_ l , respectively. The d*-d
bands at 757nm and 704nm have been assigned by Murakami
et al.13 to be ®T]_ (F )-»3Ti (P ) ligand field bands. The
solid and solution IR spectra of the nickel complex
were briefly discussed earlier in the section on
hexamethyldipyrromethene;

the IR spectra of the nickel

complex were compared with the IR spectra of HMDPM and
Na+L“ .
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Dlb. Low Teaperature Absorption

A low temperature absorption spectrum of the Ni
complex in 3-methy1pentane shows that the 460nm band is
sharper than the same band in the room temperature
spectrum; see Figure 58. A bandwidth of 15nm at a
position that is five-sixth of the band height is
calculated for the 460nm band at low temperature and a
bandwidth of 2 0 nm at a position that is five-sixth the
band height is calculated for the 460nm band at room
temperature.

The decrease in bandwidth when temperature

is lowered suggests that the 460nm band is sharpening;
an analysis of the 525nm band at a position that is
five-sixth of the band height gives 35nm at both room
temperature and low temperature. These results suggest
that the Ni(HMDPM >2 molecules in solution may be
stacked and the stack is responsible for the 460nm
absorption band.

Die. Solvent Effects

When the solvent polarity is increased small
changes in the Ni(HMDPM >2 spectrum occur.

In the higher

polarity solvents the nickel complex gives a spectrum
in which there are slight relative intensity increases
in the 400nm, 460nm bands and the 480nm regions;

see

Figure 59 and Table 12. A study of solvent effects also

FIGURE 56.

Absorption spectra of Ni<HMDPM)2

(a)

at room temperature in toluene

(b)

at 77K in 3MP
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FIGURE 59.

Spectra from a study of the effects of
solvent polarity on the absorption
of Ni(HMPDM>2; the solvents used were
toluene, butanol, and acetonitrile
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Concentration
= 1.24 X 10~5 m
Path length
= 1.0+0.001cm
Absorbance error = +0.01
CURVE SOLVENT

A^SO

A^OO

_________________________ A525_________ a &25

a.
b.
c.
d.

TOLUENE
DICHLOROMETHANE
BUTANOL
ACETONXTRILE

0. 71
0. 73
0. 73
0. 78

0. 51
0. 53
0. 52
0. 55

TABLE 12. Relative absorption band heights
of Ni(HMDPM)2 in various solvent
of increasing polarity
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shows that a blue shift of the 525nm band maximum
occurs when the solvent polarity increases. The
absorbance increase in the higher energy absorption
regions relative to the absorbance decrease in the
lower energy n * - n absorption at 525nm suggests that the
higher energy transitions are favored when the solvent
polarity increases and the 525nm transition becomes
less favored.

Did. Effects of Adding Pyridine to Ni(HlfDPK)g in
Toluene

Because the low temperature(77K) spectrum shows the
sharpening of the middle band, stacking the molecules
of the complex was considered to be a possibility.
Pyridine has been known to break up aggregates and/or
stacks of molecules in solution.

When pyridine is added

to a solution of the Ni complex, the bands in the
absorption spectrum begin to change; see Figure 60 and
Table 13. If pyridine is used as a solvent, the 505nm
band, a Type 1 bandshape,

is the only band that remains

after 24 hours. The other three bands of the Ni complex
disappear.

Pyridine may be dispersing a stack of

Ni(HMDPM )2 complexes or may be replacing the negative
ions attached to the metal center; the 505nm band may
represent the n * - n
of HMDPM.

absorption band of the negative ion

FIGURE GO.

Time dependent change in the absorption
spectra of an unknown concentration of
Ni(HMDPM >2 in a solvent consisting of
50% DMS0/50% pyridine
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N i (HMDPM >2 in 50%DMS0/50%Pyridine
Concentration
= unknown
Absorbance error = 0.02
RUN # TIME(hrs) A525 A^62 a 395 A462
____A505 a 505 a 505 A525 A52^ A462
1
0
0.82 0.65 0.44 0.79
2
6
0.59 0.51 0.31 0.86
3
24
0.53 0.48 0.28 0.90
4
48
0.33 0.38 0.18 1.12

a 395

0.54
0.53
0.53
0.52

0.68
0.61
0.59
0.47

TABLE 13. Ni(HMDPM) in 50%pyridine/50% DMSO
over 48 hours

\
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A diffuse isosbestic point forms gradually at 517nm
after the Ni(HMDPM >2 is dissolved in pyridine.

The

isosbestic point indicates that the form that absorbs
at 525nm and at 505nm are in equilibrium. Two other
diffuse isosbestic points may exist at 355nm and 463nm
and may indicate that there are disturbed equilibria
between other possible forms absorbing in that spectral
region and the form that is absorbing at 505nm. The
diffuse isosbestic points at 355nm and 463nm may
suggest that the absorption bands at 400nm and 460nm
are absorption bands of different forms of the
Ni(HMDPM )2 complex.

The study of solvent effects

indicated that a similar relationship between the 525nm
and the 460nm and 400nm bands may exist.

Die. Effects of Addition of Crown Ether to
Ni(BHDPH)2

Addition of the 12C4 crown ether to a solution of
the Ni complex does not give spectra in which there is
an isosbestic point; this result suggests that
different forms of Ni(HMDPM )2 exist; see Figure 61. A
decomposition similar to that observed when the
pyridine experiments were done occurs when the crown
ether is added.
band.

The final band is a 490nm negative ion

It was speculated previously that the negative

ion of HMDPM in DMSO that absorbs at 489nm has a
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FIGUBE 61.

Absorption spectrum effects
of 7.92X10“
Ni(HMDPM)2 in ACN
after;
(a)
(b)
<c)
(d)

0.000M
0.037M
0.07411
0. H I M

12C4
12C4
12C4
12C4 additions
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conformer that absorbs at 505nm.

The absorption band of

the 505nm conformer may have been that which was
observed from the final form that has a Type 1
bandshape in the spectra of the pyridine addition
experiments.

Different negative ions of HMDPM may be

formed in the pyridine and 12C4 experiments because the
positive ions have very different shapes. The
conformers may differ by the extent of a rotation of
one pyrrole ring out of the plane of the other pyrrole
ring.

D l f . Low Teiperature Emission

The emission of the Ni complex is different than
those of the Type 1 complexes which have a single
intense emission band; see Figure 62. Two emission
bands, at 490nm and 512nm, are observed;

this result

suggests that at least two forms of Ni(HMDPM >2 exist.
The low energy band at 512nm has the bandshape of the
Type 1 emission, the other b a n d ’s maximum at 490nm
f

occurs at the wavelength characteristic of the emission
maximum of HHL+ . The emission is known to have a
lifetime less than 15ns and thus is probably a
fluorescence.
If the 512nm band results from a Type 1 complex, a
small shift, absorption maximum to emission maximum,
expected.

About 4nm is the largest Stokes shift

is

FIGURE 62.

77K emission spectrum of Ni<HMDPM)
in 3MP
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observed for an emission from a Type 1 complex.
Apparently the emission is originating from a band in
the region of 505nm.

A form similar to that of the Co

complex may exist and may absorb at 505nm or a ligand
may be attached to the metal center in a geometry that
favors the Type 1 complex’s transitions or the complex
may be dissociative in the excited state and the
emission may be that of the negative ion. The higher
energy emission band of Ni(HMDPM )2 at 490nm might be
that of an extended ligand that has the geometry of
HHL+ and the luminescence characteristics of HHL+ that
were described in an earlier section on HMDPM and its
derivatives.

Dig. Solid State IR Spectrua of Ni(HHDPH»2

If the 490nm emission band of Ni(HMDPM >2 is that
of an impurity of HHL+ then the IR spectrum of the Ni
complex should have bands around 3200cm- l
characteristic of i>n-H stretches; see Figure 63. No
band assignable to i>n-h stretches is found. Bands of
i>C-H stretches are found in the region of 2800cm- l. The
IR spectrum of the Ni complex is that of the Type 1
complexes of the negative ion of HMDPM. The intensity
of the 1585cm“ l band in the solid state spectrum of
Ni(HMDPM >2 is relatively less than that of the
corresponding band found in the Type 1 complexes when

FIGURE 63.

IR spectra

(a)
(b)

of Co(HMDPM )2 in KBr
q £ NitHMDPM)2 i n KBr

The possible (1) v>q _^,
(Q )

v>c = N ,

( 4 )

v>c-N ’

(2)
(T> = <

infrared absorption bands are labeled.
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compared with the intensity of the 1599cm“l band. Both
the 1585cm~l and 1599cm_ l bands are in the region of an
IR band commonly assigned to that of the v>c=N stretch.
A methene band at 3020cm~l is observable in the IR
spectrum of Ni(HMDPM >2 but not in the spectrum of
Co(HMDPM) 2 - All of these results suggest that only
negative ions of HMDPM are around the metal centers.
If different forms of the Ni(HMDPM >2 complex do
exist, the complexes must be similar in structure since
no major change in the IR spectrum of the negative ion
was observed.

Elemental analysis of the Ni(HMDPM )2

complex indicates that the complex has two negative
ions to one metal center; see Table 1. The elemental
analysis indicates an empirical formula of 15 carbons,
4 nitrogens,

19 hydrogens,

and 0.5 nickels and suggests

that the complex must be a negative ion complex or a
variation of the negative ion complex; the formula is
exact for that of a complex that has two negative ions
around a nickel metal center.

t

Dlh. Review of the Results of the Solvent Effect,
Pyridine Addition Effect, Crown Ether Addition Effect,
Room Temperature Absorption and Low Temperature
Absorption Experiments

The relative change in band heights that were
observed when the solvent study was done, the
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appearance of diffuse isosbestic points that were
observed in the spectra when the pyridine addition
effect study was done, the failure to find isobestic
points in the spectra when the crown ether addition
study was done, and the appearance of two emission
bands in the spectrum when the emission study was done
indicate that the Ni(HMDPM )2 complex has more than one
form or contains an impurity. The solid state IR
spectrum of the Ni(HMDPM )2 indicates that the different
forms must have structures that represent similar
negative ion complexes and that no detectable impurity
is present in the crystals; the IR spectra are
identical with those of the Type 1 complexes.

The two

negative ion to one nickel metal center ratio
calculated from the elemental analysis also indicates
that the different form must be that of the negative
ion type complex.

D2. High Temperature Study of Hi (HMDPtf )2

If different forms of the Ni(HMDPM )2 complex exist,
they must be geometrical isomers because the IR spectra
and the elemental analysis of Ni(HMDPM >2 are identical
with those of a pure negative ion type complex that has
no water present. Temperature changes might be able to
shift the equilibrium from one geometrical form to
another.
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A high temperature absorption study of a 10-5m Ni
complex in dodecane does not immediately show any
change in the absorption bands of Ni(HMDPM) 2 *
Decomposition appears to occur because there is a
general decrease in absorption in all bands; see Figure
64 and Table 14. The color of the solution changes from
red to colorless.
Another temperature study was made by heating a 10"
5M solution of the Ni complex in DMSO to boiling
(/vl89C). After 30 minutes the usual red solution turned
colorless.

The result is similar to that found in the

earlier study when the bands decreased in absorbance.

A

saturated solution in DMSO was heated and the solution
turned from red to orange. The absorption spectrum of a
the heated solution after dilution indicates a decrease
in the intensities of the three major bands and an
increase in that of the the 505nm band; see Figure 65.
The pyridine addition and the high temperature
experiments appear to suggest that the Ni(HMDPM >2
complex may interconvert to a Type 1 complex or may
decompose and give a negative ion in solution after
application of a perturber, such as heat or pyridine.
The elemental analysis suggests that all of the forms
are negative ion species. The IR spectrum of Ni(HMDPM )2
complex also suggests that the forms are related
negative ion species because no band other than the
negative ion bands is found.

FIGURE 84-

High temperature absorption spectra
of an N i (HMDPM> 2 /dodecane solution
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Ni complex in Dodecane
Concentration
= 1.63 X 10-5 m
Absorbance error =+0.02
CURVE
a.
b.
c.

TEMP RANGE(C ) A525
A505
25.0
1.27
69.0
71.8 0.89
123.8 - 125.3 1.08

a 4S0 A&2B
a 505 a 460

0.80 1.59
0.72 1.23
0.93 1.16

TABLE 14- Relative absorption band heights
of Ni(HMDPM >2 at various high
temperatures

FIGURE 65.

Absorption spectrum of a highly

concentrated solution of Ni(HMDPM >2
in DMSO after heating for 15 minutes
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D3. Exaiination of the Effect of the Reaction
Conditions on the HifHHDPIf >2 Formation

Since the equilibrium between the different forms
of Ni(HMDPM )2 has not been satisfactorily shifted to
favor one of the forms, an attempt to form one of the
species was made.

It has been observed that

concentration also affects the complex formation.

If a

dilute s o l u t i o n ( ) of Ni(acetate)g is added to a
room temperature solution of HL in DMSO a Type 1
absorption is appears at 505nm; see Figure 6 6 . The
505nm band may be that of the suspected negative ion
form that absorbs at 505nm.

If a hotC'vSO0 ) or room

temperature solution of HL in DMSO is saturated with
Ni(acetate)g,

a form that has an absorption bands at

400nm and 505nm is obtained;
cooling, no change occurs.

see Figure 67. Upon

If either the form that

absorbs at 505nm or the mixture of forms that absorbs
at 400nm and 505nm are forced out of solution and then
redissolved, the usual three bands of the Ni complex
are obtained.

An equilibrium at high concentrations may

be occurring.
If either the concentration of metal salt is high
or the concentrations of the metal salt and the neutral
ligand are high, negative ion forms are made. The forms
that absorb at 465nm and 525nm forms were not obtained

FIGURE 66-

The change in the absorption spectra

(a) an HL/ACN solution
(b) after an Ni(acetate>£ addition
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FIGURE 67.

Absorption spectrum

of the form of Ni(HMDPM )2 that absorbs
at 505nm and of the form of Ni(HMDPM )2
that absorbs at 400nm in DMSO
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possibly because the HL/DMSO solution was too hot for
the forms to exist; see Figure 67.

D3a. Review of the Evidence for Different Foris of
Mi(HHDPH)2

The two bands in the spectrum of the emission
study, the lack of an isosbestic point in the spectra
of the 12C4 addition study, the change in relative band
heights in the spectra of the solvent effects study,
the formation of a form that absorbs at 400nm by
changing the temperature of the formation reaction of
Ni(HMDPM) 2 , and the difference between the decrease in
absorbance of the 525nm and 460nm bands in the high
temperature study spectra suggest that the absorption
bands of Ni(HMDPM >2 are those of different forms. The
forms are probably negative ion type complexes because
the IR spectrum of Ni(HMDPM) and the elemental analysis
of Ni(HMDPM )2 are those for a negative ion type
complexes of HMDPM. The suggestion that all forms are
negative ion type complexes is supported by the
appearance of the 490nm absorption band in the spectra
of the 12C4 addition effects study,

and by the

appearance the 505nm absorption band in the spectra of
both the pyridine addition effects study and the high
temperature absorption study of Ni(HMDPM) 2 ? the two
bands have been interpreted to be bands of different

conformers of the negative ion of HMDPM.

D4. Introduction of Olieiner Concept

It is known from absorption spectral data44 ancj xray43 crystal data that Nitacac >2 is an oligimer and
should be written as [Ni(a c a c )2 33 ; see Figure 6 8 . An
oligimer is a short polymer unit in which at least one
ligand is shared by two metal centers.

If a model of

the Ni(acac >2 trimer is examined two types of ligand
bonds to the metal centers are observed.

One acac- is

attached to a Single metal center and a second acac- i
attached to two metal centers in the Nitacac >2 dimer.
The trimer has a negative ion attached to one metal
center, a negative ion attached to two metal centers
and an negative ion shared between three metal centers
The ultraviolet absorption spectra of different length
oligimers of Nitacac >2 have been observed; Cotton44
reported that the bridging acetylacetonates anions
absorb at higher energies(^SOOnm) than those of the
nonbridging acetylacetonate anions( 'v260nm) . The
absorption bands of the bridging and non-bridging
anions of the monomer and trimer forms of Nitacac >2 in
chloroform are observed in the spectrum at 263nm and
300nm. Cotton44 observed a trimer-monomer equilibrium
of Ni(acac )2 by d*-d absorption techniques and
speculated about the existence of both being in

FIGURE 6 8 -

Model o£ [ N KacaclgDg oligimer
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equilibrium with a dimer. According to Cotton44 the
Ni(acac >2 trimer is very stable at room temperature,
but the trimer-monomer equilibrium can be disturbed by
applying heat. Oligimers of Co(acac >2 and Fe(acac >2
have also been found.

It was reported by Fackler^O that

a base such as pyridine readily attaches itself to an
oligimer chain and dissociates the oligimers into a
monomer unit that has a base in the fifth and sixth
positions of a metal center.

The tendency of Ni to form

six coordinate complexes favors oligimer formation
according to Fackler.30
Acetylacetonate is not the only ligand that will
form oligimers.

Oligimers of 3-pheny1-2,4-pentandione,

dibenzoylmethane,

and acetylcycloheptane- 2 -one are

known to exist. Warming a hydrocarbon or adding a base
to a solution of the oligimers results in an oligimer
to monomer equi1ibrium.44 The oligimers are found to be
solvent and concentration dependent.

Some Ni(acac >2

trimers exist in concentrations as low as *-1 0 “^
according to F a c k l e r . 3 0
If an Ni(HMDPM >2 oligimer similar to that of
Ni(acac )2 forms, two type of bonds to the metal center
will exist in the dimer. One negative ion will be
attached to the metal center. The other negative ion
will be bound to two metal centers.

Another negative

ion would be shared between three metal centers in the
trimer and higher order oligimers.

The ligand bound to
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two or three metal centers may have characteristics
similar to that of the protonated ligand. The ligand
bridging between the metal centers may also absorb at
higher energies;

this speculation is made on the basis

that the bridging acetylacetonates were found to absorb
at higher e n e r g i e s . T h e r e is very great similarity
between the Ni(acac >2 spectra and the Ni(HMDPM >2
spectra found in this work. This similarity suggests
that oligimers of both complexes occur.

An emission

from the negative ion bound to two or more metal
centers may be like that of the protonated HMDPM
because both nitrogens of the negative ion are attached
to a positive center of charge.

A second emission band

may be observed from the negative ion bound to one
metal center; a Type 1 complex emission may be
observed.

The elemental analysis of Ni(HMDPM )2 should

result in the determination of a two to one negative
ligands to Ni metal center ratio because the ratio of
negative ions to metal centers is two to one for all of
the oligimers.

The IR spectra of the complex should be

that of the negative ion because only negative ions are
bound to the metal center.
If the oligimers behave in the manner of the
Ni(acac >2 oligimers previously mentioned,
effects should be observed.

then several

Addition of pyridine or

application of heat should result in the formation of
the monomer or in the substitution of the negative ions
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around the metal center.

Solvent and concentration

effects should be observed; the smaller oligimer unit,
and the monomer of Ni(HMDPM)g should be favored in
dilute solutions.

D5. Indications that NifHHDPIDg Oliginers Exist

Two emissions are observed from the N i ( H M D P M ) 2
solution. One band is at 490nm and the other band is at
512nm. A 490nm emission is expected from an oligimer
complex which has a ligand bound between two metal
centers.

An emission similar to that of the protonated

ligand is expected because the ligand is attached to
two metal centers;

the protonated ligand’s negative ion

skeleton is attached to two proton centers.
If an oligimer forms, a second emission is expected
from a ligand bound to a single metal center.

Another

emission is observed at 512nm and has a Type 1
bandshape.

Both emissions are consistent with the

hypothesized formation of oligimers of Ni(HMDPM)2 * The
two emissions from Ni(HMDPM>2 are now understandable.
If o l i g i m e r i z a t i o n of the N i ( H M D P M > 2 c o m p l e x occurs,
t he e l e m e nt al

a n a l y s i s a nd t he

are a l so u n de r s t a n d a b l e .

IR s p e c t r a of N i ( H M D P M > 2

The IR s p e c t r u m of N i ( H M D P M ) g

indicates that only negative

ion c o m p l e x e s e x i st

b e c a u s e o n ly b a n ds of t he n e g a t i v e
elemental

ion a r e found.

The

a n a l y s i s of N i C H M D P M l g y i e l d s a r e s u l t of two
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negative ions to one metal center that would be
expected for an oligimer;

the oligimer units should

have the same two negative ion to one metal center
ratio.
When a dilute solution of Ni(acetate >2 is added to
an HMDPM/DMSO solution the form that absorbs at 505nm
appears.

If the solution is then concentrated by

evaporation, the Type 3 complex is forced out of
solution.

When these crystals are redissolved the Type

3 absorption spectrum reappears; this result suggests
that if oligimerization is occurring then it occurs at
high concentrations.

According to Fackler^O

oligimerization of Ni(acac )2 occurs in the solid state
and at high concentrations.
A 505nm band is observed when pyridine is used as a
solvent.

According to Fackler^O adding pyridine to an

oligimer will dissociate the oligimer into monomer
units or will replace the ligands. The pyridine
addition indicates that the oligimers are being
dissociated probably by substitution of the negative
ions by pyridine.
The solvent effect study indicates that the
concentration of the forms that absorb at 400nm and
460nm may be increasing as the solvent polarity is
increased because the absorbances at 400nm and at 460nm
are increasing.

The result is consistent with the

oligerimization concept if the forms that absorb at
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400nm and 460nm are the smaller length oligimers.

D5a. Speculation about the Absorption Bandshapes
and Bandpositions of the Spectra of Ni(HHDPll)£>

The absorption of the negative ion of HMDPM was
speculated to red shift when a pyrrole ring rotates out
of the plane that formerly contained both pyrrole rings
of HMDPM.

Falk on the basis of PPP-LCAO-SCF-MO-CI

calculations predicted that the red shift of the
absorption should occur for the protonated ligand of
dipyrromethene when one pyrrole ring is rotated out of
the plane of the other pyrrole ring of HMDPM. The red
shift probably occurs because the length of
delocalization is increasing.

The absorption band of

the dipyrromethene is also expected to decrease in
intensity when the pyrrole ring is rotated a greater
extent out of plane and four n * - n

transitions in the

high energy region of the spectrum between 400nm and
2 0 0 nm

are predicted to increase in oscillator strength.

When the angle approaches 90° the conjugation in the n
system may be broken and possibly only pyrrole ring
absorptions that may be slightly red shifted relative
to the pyrrole absorption will be observed.

Pyrrole has

a broad structureless absorption that has a maximum
absorption at 324nm and a molar absorptivity of 3.40 X
lO^M-lcm-l.
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The absorption bandshape of the form that absorbs
at 400nm is broad and structureless.
the red of that of pyrrole.

The band lies to

If the form is that of a

dimer of Ni(HMDPM> 2 i the negative ions of HMDPM that
are shared between the two nitrogens may have attained
the geometry that has one pyrrole ring of the negative
ion that is rotated nearly 90° out of the plane that
contains the other pyrrole ring of the negative ion of
HMDPM. The absorption band at 400nm may be red shifted
relative to that of the pyrrole ring because of slight
delocalization between the pyrrole rings.
The trimer would also contain a negative ion that
is shared between two metal centers and would also
contain a negative ion shared among three metal
centers.

The 460nm band is broad and structureless;

this absorption band may be that of a negative ion in
which there is a large angle between the two planes
each of which contain one pyrrole ring. The band
position at 460nm may be red shifted relative to that
of the 400nm band because there is greater interaction
between the rings and greater interaction through three
metal centers instead of just two metal centers.
The 525nm absorption band of Ni(HMDPM>2 may be a
combination of two bands. One band may be that of the
possible conformer of the negative ion that absorbs at
505nm; and the other band may be that of the monomer of
the Ni(HMDPM>2 complex that has a pyrrole ring rotated
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out of the plane that formerly contained both pyrrole
rings of HMDPM.
If the Ni(HMDPM)g complex is an oligimeric system
of negative ions, the differences in structure may not
be observable by IR techniques. The two bands in the
emission spectrum may be the result of the differences
in the geometry of the negative ions bound to the metal
centers.

The bandpositions and the bandshapes in the

absorption spectrum of the Ni(HMDPM >2 oligimeric system
may be the result of the combination of two different
geometries of the negative ion. One geometry may have a
pyrrole ring that is substantially rotated out of the
plane that formerly contained both pyrrole rings of
HMDPM and the other geometry has a pyrrole ring that
rotated nearly 90° out of plane.

D6. Synopsis of the Section on the Ni(HHDPH > 2 Complex

The three absorption bands at 525nm, 460nm and
400nm may be absorption bands of different Ni(HMDPM >2
complexes.

The increase in absorbance of the high

energy bands relative to that of the 525nm band, the
appearance of two emission bands at 490nm and 512nm in
the low temperature emission spectrum, the lack of an
isosbestic point and the different relative decreases
in absorbance of the 525nm and the 460nm bands relative
to that of the 505nm region in the spectra of the 12C4
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additions experiments, the appearance of two diffuse
isosbestic points at 355nm and 463nm in the spectra of
the pyridine addition experiments, the appearance of a
400nm band in the spectra of the studies on the
formation reaction conditions, and the decrease in the
differences of absorbance of the 525nm and 465nm bands
relative to that of the 505nm band when the complex
decomposes during the high temperature study suggest
that the absorption bands are absorption bands of
different complexes.

All of the different complexes

must be similar in structure because the solid state IR
spectrum of Ni(HMDPM)2 is that of a negative ion Type 1
complex, and the elemental analysis is that of a
negative ion type complex that has a perfect two
negative ion to one metal center ratio.
If the Type 3 complex is a result of an equilibrium
that involves several oligimeric forms of the Ni
complex the appearance of two emission bands may be
explained.

Two emission peaks were observed from the

Type 3 Ni complex.

One peak was attributed to the 505nm

form that may be a conformer of the negative ion. The
second peak resembled the emission of the protonated
ligand. The protonated ligand can be considered to be a
negative ion of HMDPM that is bonded to two hydrogen
centers.

An oligimer in which a negative ion is

attached to two or shared by three metal centers may
result in an emission that resembles that of HHL+ .
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Oligimers of the Ni complexes in which the ligand is
stretched between two or three metal centers have been
found p r e v i o u s l y 4 5 , i.e. the N i ( a c a c ) 2 trimer.

It is

speculated that the negative ion in the oligimers
exists in two geometries. One geometry may have a
pyrrole ring that is rotated only slightly out of the
plane that formerly contained both pyrrole rings of the
planar HMDPM and the other may have the pyrrole ring
rotated nearly 90° out of the plane;

in the latter case

nearly all the conjugation in the n system between the
pyrrole rings of the negative ion should be lost and
absorptions from two nearly independent pyrrole ring
systems should occur. The absorption bands of the
pyrrole rings in the greatly distorted form described
above may be shifted red to 400nm and 460nm relative to
the pyrrole absorption band at 324nm because of partial
interaction between the rings with the metal centers.
The existence of oligimers would also explain the
IR spectra and the elemental analysis of Ni(HMDPM)2.
The oligimer of Ni(HMDPM>2 would have only negative ion
bands in its IR spectrum and a 2:1 ratio of negative
ion to metal center.
The Type 1 and Type 2 spectral features were
related or were speculated to be related to the type of
bonding and the extent of rotation of one pyrrole ring
relative to the plane of the
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other pyrrole ring of HMDPM; all spectral features of
the Ni(HMDPM >2 complex may also be a result of the same
effects.

\

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY and COHCLUSIOM

It has been concluded that the conformation of the
ligand and the geometry of the complexes are the most
important factors that appear to influence the
spectroscopic properties of the various forms of the
HMDPM molecule and its four types of metal complexes.

A

summary of the evidence that leads to this conclusion
follows.
HMDPM is a planar hydrogen bonded molecule that has
a broad structureless absorption and emission.

If a

Lewis acid is gained or a proton lost by a nitrogen of
HMDPM, the planar geometry of HMDPM is lost and a sharp
structured absorption and emission is observed.
A Lewis acid such as H+ or BF 3 will attach itself
to the electron lone pair of one of the nitrogens of
HMDPM. Addition of H+ will change the overall charge of
HMDPM. The destruction of the hydrogen bond by addition
of a Lewis acid to a nitrogen of pyrrole will result in
the formation of an open form of HMDPM that has a
sharply structured absorption band.
A proton attached to a nitrogen of HMDPM can be
removed.

NaH and NaOMe remove the proton from HMDPM and

leave a negative ion of HMDPM that absorbs at 489nm. An
absorption band that gradually appears at 505nm when
HMDPM is dissolved in DMSO may be that of a different
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negative ion of HMDPM. This result suggests that the
proton may have been lost by dissociation; a negative
ion of
HMDPM different than that formed by the strong base
addition may have been formed by dissociation. Addition
of sodium acetateta weak base) or the application of
heat enhances the formation of a form that absorbs at
505nm.

Addition of a metal acetate to either the form

that absorbs at 489nm or to the form that absorbs at
505nm will result in the formation of the metal
complexes of HMDPM; this result suggests that both
forms are negative ions of HMDPM. The two forms are
believed to be conformers.
The absorption bands of HMDPM shift to the red when
the hydrogen bond is broken. Calculations indicate that
a further red shift occurs when one pyrrole ring
rotates slightly (less than 90°) out of the plane of
the other pyrrole ring of HMDPM. Two conformers of the
negative ion that have different degrees of rotation of
a pyrrole ring out of the plane that contains the other
pyrrole ring of HMDPM appear to absorb at different
wavelengths. One possible conformer absorbs at 489nm
and has a molar absorptivity of 0.90 X 105M- lcm~l;
another form that absorbs at 505nm has a molar
absorptivity of 0.65 X 105M- lcm“ l and it may be a
conformer of the form the absorbs at 489nm. F a l k 2 3 on
the basis of PPP-LCAO-SCF-MO-CI calculations predicted
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that the band position of the protonated dipyrromethene
would shift to the red and the absorbance would
decrease when a pyrrole ring rotates out of the plane
that contains the other pyrrole ring of dipyrromethene.
On the basis of F a l k ’s p r e d i c t i o n , 23 the form that
absorbs at 505nm may be the conformer that has a
pyrrole ring that is rotated the greatest extent out of
the plane of the other pyrrole ring of HMDPM because
its absorption band appears to the red of that of the
form that absorbs at 489nm and its molar absorptivity
is approximately two-thirds of that of the form that
absorbs at 489nm.
When the ligand is complexed with the dipositive
metal ions, four types of complexes are formed. The
four types of complexes are called the Type 1, the Type
2, the Type 3, and the Type 4 complexes.

The Type 4

spectral bandshape is similar to those of the Type 1
complexes,

but the band position of the spectrum of the

Type 4 complex,

at 485nm,

is similar to that of the

HLBF 3 spectrum.

The band position of the Type 1

complexes normally is slightly to the red of 505nm. The
Type 2 complex,

Cu(HMDPM) 2 » has two absorption bands at

465nm and 515nm, and the Type 3 complex,

Ni(HMDPM)g>

has three absorption bands at 400nm, 460nm, and 525nm.
The principal bands of the Type 1 complexes are in
the spectral region near 505nm. The absorption band of
the Type 1 complexes is to the red of the 489nm
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absorption band of the form of the negative ion that is
thought to be nearly planar; this result suggests that
each negative ion around the Type 1 metal centers has
one pyrrole ring rotated out of the plane of the other
pyrrole ring a greater extent than that of the form
that absorbs at 489nm.
The principle absorption band of the Type 1
complexes has two high energy shoulders at 485nm and at
472nm in their room temperature absorption spectra;
these shoulders become more distinct in the spectra of
the complexes at 77K. The shoulder at 485nm is in the
same position of the spectrum as the main band of the
Type 4 complex;

if a metal salt that has a tightly

bound counter ion is reacted with HMDPM that is in a
relatively nonpolar solvent, a Type 4 complex will be
formed. Nitrate and halide salts usually give Type 4
complexes.
An increase in intensity of the high energy
shoulder of the absorption band of the Type 1 complexes
occurs gradually and may be the result of a reaction of
the Type 1 complexes with water. A proton may be
transferred to the negative ion, a hydroxide group may
be attached to the metal center, and a Type 4 complex
may be formed.
The formation of the Type 4 complex explains the
solvent and the kinetic effects of the Type 1 complexes
decomposition.

As the solvent polarity is increased the
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intensity of the 485nm band increases relative to that
of the maximum absorption band.
solution,

In a relatively wet

butanol, Fe(HMDPM>2 immediately loses its

sharp structured band shape and that of the neutral
ligand appears.

Apparently,

the complexes react with

water to form a Type 4 complex and then lose a neutral
ligand to the surroundings.

If the neutral ligand

escapes from the solvent sphere,

it can regain the

planar hydrogen bonded geometry and the broad
structureless absorption. The same effect is observed
gradually when complexes in dried solvents gradually
acquire moisture.
The Type 2 complex,

Cu(HMDPM)2, has two absorption

bands. One band at 465nm of Cu(HMDPM>2 has the
appearance of a red shifted neutral

ligand band while

the other band at 515nm has the band shape and position
of the Type 1 complexes.

The addition of a crown ether

(12C4) does not produce an isosbestic point in the
spectra and thus two forms of Cu(H M D P M may exist. One
form absorbs at 465nm and the other form absorbs at
515nm. The form that absorbs at 465nm does not appear
until Cu(HMDPM)2 is placed in solution.

The band

changes that are observed in both the infrared and
electronic absorption spectra of Cu(HMDPM)2 when the
spectra of the crystals and those of the solutions are
compared indicate that the form of Cu(HMDPM>2 that
absorbs at 465nm may be similar in structure to that of
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HMDPM that absorbs at 445nm.
Depending on the reaction conditions, either
species of Cu(HMDPM )2 may be formed. When Cu(acetate >2
is added to HMDPM in DMSO at high temperatures(~189C),
the form that absorbs at 465nm predominates.

If water

ligates the fifth and sixth positions of Cu(HMDPM> 2 ,
the negative ion of HMDPM may attain a nearly planar
geometry similar to that of the hydrogen bonded neutral
ligand; attaining the geometry might result in a broad
structureless absorption which would be slightly red
shifted from the 445nm absorption band position of
HMDPM possibly because of the greater interaction
between the pyrrole rings gained from interaction
through a metal center rather than through a hydrogen
atom.
The form that absorbs at 515nm can be made by
adding Cu(acetate ) q to HMDPM in DMSO at room
temperature in solution;

its absorption band shape and

position are those of the Type 1 complexes.

This second

form that absorbs at 515nm has a fluoresence which is
similar in band shape and position to those of the Type
1 complexes.

Both results suggest that the complex that

absorbs at 515nm is a Type 1 complex; these results
agree with the crystal structure of Cu(HMDPM ) g .
Apparently, the form that absorbs at 515nm does not
have water or solvent molecules ligating the fifth and
sixth positions and consequently each of the negative
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ions around the metal center may have a pyrrole ring
substantially rotated out of the plane of the other
pyrrole ring of HMDPM.
The solid state absorption spectra of Cu(HMDPM)g
have only one major absorption band which is similar in
band shape and position to those of the solid state
absorption spectra of the Type 1 complexes.

Apparently,

the form that absorbs at 465nm becomes significant only
when the complex is dissolved in solution.

Since in the

solid state the form that predominates is the Type 1
form of the Cu(HMDPM)g complex,

the structure of

Cu(HMDPM >2 must be similar to that of the Type 1
complexes.

The Type 1 crystal geometry must be similar

to the geometry found in the x-ray crystal study of
Cu(HMDPM) 2 Unlike the spectra of the other complexes,

the

spectrum of Ni(HMDPM >2 has two emission bands and three
major absorption bands. The two emission bands must
arise from different forms or from two ligands which
are bound differently to the metal center. When 12C4 is
added to a solution of Ni(HMDPM) 2 i no isosbestic point
is observed; more than one type of complex must be
interacting with the 12C4 when the negative ion is
formed. The IR spectra do not appear to be any
different than those of the Type 1 complexes.

The IR

spectra have water bands but no N-H band.
Formation of the Ni complex is sensitive to the
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reaction conditions.

A Type 1 complex of nickel may be

formed if a dilute solution of metal salt is added to a
dilute sample of HMDPM.

If a saturated metal salt

solution is added to a solution of HMDPM, the form that
absorbs at 400nm may be formed long with the 505nm Type
1 form.

If the form that absorbs at 400nm and/or the

form that absorbs at 505nm is forced out of solution
and redissolved the usual Type 3 bandshape returns.
Apparently,

the forms equilibrate at high

concentrations; the concentrations are so high that
observation of the equilibrium at this time is
impossible.
If Ni(HMDPM>2 is dissolved in pyridine,

a 505nm

absorption band appears after 24 hours. Pyridine is
usually added to solutions of metalloporphyrins to
disperse stacks or aggregates of metalloporphyrin
molecules.

Stacking was considered to be a possibility

because an increase in the intensity of the 465nm
absorption band of Ni(HMDPM>2 at 77K occurs, but the
emission spectra,

the 12C4 additions,

and the formation

experiments indicate that more than one type of complex
is present. Stacks or aggregates would still contain
only one type of complex.
The solvent effects and high temperature studies of
Ni(HMDPM>2 give similar results.

As the polarity of the

solvent in which Ni(HMDPM>2 is dissolved increases the
intensity of the 525nm band decreases and those of the

400nm and 465nm bands become more intense.

If the forms

that absorb at 400nm, 465nm, and 525nm are all related
to each other but are not very different structurally,
the IR spectra would be similar and the different forms
could give two emission bands. The differences may
arise from different types of structures in which the
ligands are bonded to one or two metal centers.
If the emission band positions and shapes are
compared with those of the Type 1 complexes and HHL+ , a
similarity can be found. The high energy emission band
in the spectrum of Ni(HMDPM )2 has the same band
position and shape as that of HHL+ . The lower energy
emission band in the spectrum of Ni(HMDPM >2 has the
same band position and band shape as those of the Type
1 complexes.

Apparently, the geometry of the ligands in

the Type 3 Ni(HMDPM )2 complex is a combination of the
HHL+ and the Type 1 geometries.

In HHL+ , the negative

ion skeleton is attached to two protons.

In order for a

similar bonding to occur in the Ni(HMDPM >2 complex, the
negative ion must be attached to two metal centers.

The

simplest unit would be that of an oligimer in which two
metal centers would share two negative ions and each
metal center would be bonded solely to another negative
ion. The emission spectrum of the complex may have two
emission bands; one band may arise from the ligand
bonded to two metal centers and may be similar to that
of HHL+ and the other band may arise from the ligand
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bonded to a single metal center and may be similar to
those of the Type 1 complexes. As the length of the
oligimer increases,

little differences in the emission

bands would be observed.

The IR spectra of the two

types of negative ions may be very similar and may be
similar to those of the complexes that contain one type
of negative ion bound to a single metal center.
If oligimers of Ni(HMDPM )2 exist, the relationship
between the forms that absorb at 400nm, 465nm and 525nm
may be a result of changes in the the oligimeric
length.

If the solvent polarity or the temperature is

increased, the longer oligimer units, may break apart
into smaller units.

If a unit similar to the Type 1

complexes or if a negative ion of HMDPM is a
decomposition product an increase in the absorption
intensity of the 505nm region should be observed.

Although all the types of complexes have structural
differences,

all the differences in the absorption

spectral features may be a result of the absorption of
HMDPM in different geometries.
molecule in solution,
band is observed.

When HMDPM is a neutral

a broad structureless absorption

When the hydrogen bond of HMDPM is

broken by addition of a Lewis acid, or loss of a
proton, the geometry will change to an open geometry
that has a sharply structured absorption and emission.
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A possible conformer of the negative ligand can be
obtained by heating HMDPM in DMSO.

As HMDPM changes its

geometry from a planar hydrogen bonded geometry to an
open geometry by rotation of a pyrrole ring out of the
plane that formerly contained both pyrrole rings, the
absorption band may shift to the red.

If the negative

ligand is forced back into a planar geometry as it may
be in the Cu(HMDPM >2 case, a red shifted broad
structureless absorption which is reminiscent of that
of the neutral chelated HMDPM molecule may be observed.
If the negative ion is attached to two metal centers, a
broad structureless absorption of the pyrrole rings of
the negative ion might be observed if the
delocalization between the two pyrrole rings of the
negative ion is lost because a pyrrole ring may have
rotated nearly 90° out of the plane that formerly
contained both pyrrole rings of HMDPM. All aspects of
the differences in the visible absorption spectra of
the metal complexes of HMDPM may be a consequence of
the geometry of HMDPM and of the type of bonding
between HMDPM and the metal centers.
To study effects of the geometry of HMDPM on its
absorption spectrum, molecules of HMDPM that have a
pyrrole ring rotated out of the plane of the other
pyrrole ring of HMDPM by different extents need to be
made. Attempts to form a model compound have been
unsuccessful. Also, derivatives of HMDPM that have long
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chain hydrocarbons in the methyl group positions should
be made to increase the solubility of HMDPM and the
complexes in hydrocarbon solvents.
increased,

If the solubility is

studies that have been hampered by being

able to obtain only small concentrations of the
complexes may be initiated.
The relationship of the geometry of HMDPM with the
spectral features of HMDPM and of types of the HMDPM
complexes should be studied by the means of the
resonance Raman and circular dichroism techniques.

By

examining HMDPM by the means of laser resonance Raman
and circular dichroism techniques,
differences,

structural

not detectable by IR, should be observed.

The Ni(HMDPM >2 oligimers should have spectra different
from those of the Type 1 complexes.
Several problems will have to be overcome to obtain
the resonance Raman spectra.

First, emissions of the

complexes are very intense and would obscure the
resonance Raman bands. Usually the concentration is
increased to cause self-quenching to reduce the
emission intensity.

Increasing the concentration is the

second problem. The complexes are not very soluble
except in solvents that have resonance Raman bands in
the same spectral region.
to the second.

The third problem is similar

Increasing the concentration to a

concentration high enough to cause sufficient selfquenching is not possible.

The complexes are only

slightly soluble

in any solvent.

e x a m i n e a s o l id sample,

If one a t t e m p t s to

the e m i s s i o n will

still

be too

intense.
C o n c e n t r a t i o n a l s o h a m p e r s t he e x a m i n a t i o n of the
e q u i l i b r i u m b e t w e e n the o l i g i m e r i c f o r m s of Ni(HMDPM)2T h e d *- d t r a n s i t i o n s of a N i ( H M D P M ) 2 s o l u t i o n c o u ld be
e x a m i n e d as t he t e m p e r a t u r e

is i nc r e a s e d if a h ig h l y

c o n c e n t r a t e d s o l u t i o n c o u ld be obtained.
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